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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS: Time-delays; Instants of significant excitation; Hilbert envelope;

Mixing matrix; Multispeaker enhancement; Automatic digit recognition; Speaker

recognition.

Human beings have a natural ability to listen to the desired sound source from

a mixture of sound sources. The human auditory system uses binaural hearing

to focus attention selectively on the source of interest. It does not try to recover

all the sources simultaneously. This ability of selective attention is difficult to

incorporate in a machine. Processing a multispeaker speech signal by a machine

is a challenging task, as the signal collected is a mixture of speech from different

speakers. In the case of multispeaker data, the problem is to determine the number

of speakers, localize them and separate the speech due to individual speakers from

the mixed signal. This thesis proposes a signal processing approach to address

these issues in processing a multispeaker speech signal in a noisy and reverberant

environment. The basis for the proposed approach is the existence of significant

excitation in speech signal, and the preservation of instants of significant excita-

tion in speech signals collected at different microphone locations.

Spatial separation of microphones results in a time-delay in the arrival of speech

signal produced by a speaker at a pair of microphones. This time-delay informa-

tion is used to determine the number of speakers from multispeaker speech signals

collected by a pair of microphones. The nature of mixing of different speech sig-

nals at a microphone is not arbitrary. The distances of a given speaker from the

two microphones dictate the time-delay of arrival and the ratio of amplitudes of

the direct components of the speaker’s speech signals at the microphones. In a

mixed speech signal, though the sources are overlapping (all speakers are speaking

simultaneously), there exist some regions specific to a given speaker which are less

affected by the competing speakers. The relative amplitude level in these regions is

used to determine the elements of the mixing matrix associated with that speaker.

The time-delay information along with the elements of the mixing matrix are used
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to localize all the speakers with respect to both the microphones.

The speech due to an individual speaker can be enhanced relative to that of com-

peting speakers, by exploiting the excitation source characteristics of the speech

production mechanism. The representatives of the excitation source signals are

derived from the signals collected at two microphones. These representative sig-

nals are aligned in such a way that significant excitations of an individual speaker

are in coherence, while those of competing speakers are not. Here, time-delay

associated with the given speaker is used for achieveing coherence. A weight func-

tion is then derived to emphasize the regions of speech signal around the instants

of significant excitations of the given speaker. This weight function is applied on

the multispeaker speech signal to enhance the speech due to the given speaker.

The parameters of the weight function can be chosen to control the extent of sep-

aration. A greater degree of separation of speech due to individual speakers is

accompanied by a reduction in intelligibility. Conversely, improvement in intel-

ligibility of speech of individual speakers is achieved at the cost of the extent of

separation. This tradeoff between intelligibility and separation is dependent on

the intended application.

The quality of separated speech was evaluated by conducting subjective studies.

The evaluation shows that the performance of the proposed method of separa-

tion and enhancement is better than that of statistical methods such as those

based on independent component analysis (ICA) and temporal correlation. The

effectiveness of the proposed method is also demonstrated for an automatic digit

recognition system and a speaker recognition system. The performance of these

systems degrade when presented with multispeaker speech signals. We show that

there is an improvement in the recognition performance of these systems, when

they are presented with speech signals processed by the proposed method. Thus,

the proposed method of separation of speech of individual speakers is suitable for

speech enhancement as well as automatic speech and speaker recognition tasks.
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CHAPTER 1

MULTISPEAKER SPEECH SIGNAL PROCESSING: AN

INTRODUCTION

Human beings have a natural ability to distinguish and separate a source of sound

from several interfering sources, background noise and reverberation, in situations

like a party, a meeting, or a conference. This is because the redundancy of the

signals generated by the acoustic sources help in the extraction and combination of

several features pertaining to each source. In a multispeaker environment we hear

multiple voices, background music and other environmental sounds at the same

time. The binaural hearing helps us in focusing selectively on a sound source of

interest and segregate the speech produced by a desired speaker. The auditory

mechanism in human beings does not try to segregate all the sources simultane-

ously, but uses several cues to segment and group speech produced by a speaker

of interest. This perceptual ability is known as “Auditory scene analysis” and the

situation as “Cocktail-party effect”- a term introduced by Cherry in 1953 [1]. In-

corporating this perceptual ability in a machine is a challenging task. This thesis

addresses some of the issues in processing a multispeaker speech signal using the

knowledge of speech production mechanism.

Processing of multispeaker speech signal has attracted attention in diverse areas

including speech perception in noise, audio-visual processing, speech enhancement

and blind source separation. A solution to the general problem of sound separa-

tion in realistic environments is essential to many important applications including

automatic speech and speaker recognition, hearing aid design and audio informa-

tion retrieval. Though the field of speech and speaker recognition has seen much

progress, the performance of current recognition systems degrade rapidly in the

presence of multiple speakers, noise and reverberation. Moreover, the degradation

in performance is much faster compared to the performance of human beings in

similar conditions [2, 3]. Noise reduction strategies that can deal with complex



environments are necessary in hearing aids. An important emerging application is

audio information retrieval from archives of real audio recordings. As the record-

ings usually contain mixtures of acoustic sources, separating these mixtures into

the original sources can contribute to efficient segmentation, labeling and retrieval

of audio information.

Processing a multisource speech signal by a machine is a challenging task, as the

signal collected by a microphone is a mixture of signals from different sources. The

term mixed speech signal is used in this thesis to refer to a multispeaker speech sig-

nal collected by a microphone. The mixed speech signal consists of both the direct

component as well as the delayed components of speech from different speakers.

The separation problem is further compounded by the presence of background

noise and reverberation. The only clue one may have in such a situation is the

differences in characteristics of individual voices. However extracting individual

voice characteristics from the mixed speech signal using a single channel recording

is not a trivial task. The complexity of the problem may be reduced by collecting

the speech signal from a number of spatially separated microphones.

1.1 Objective of the thesis

The objective of the thesis is to propose signal processing methods for addressing

issues in processing a mixed speech signal. Spatial separation of microphones

results in a time-delay in the arrival of the speech signal produced by a speaker

at different microphones. This delay is different for different speakers as no two

speakers can be located at the same place at the same instant of time. The time-

delays are different as long as speakers are stationary and are not located along the

perpendicular bisector joining the line between two microphones. The focus of the

thesis is to use the time-delay information and the knowledge of speech production

mechanism for addressing the issues in multispeaker speech signal processing. The

following characteristics of the speech production mechanism form the basis for

the proposed method:

• The existence of instants of significant excitation
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• The preservation of the relative temporal locations of the instants of signif-
icant excitation of a speaker at different microphones

• The presence of non-overlapping instants of significant excitation of different
speakers in the mixed speech signal

• The sparseness of the instants of excitation of different speakers in the over-
lapping speech

The differences in time-delays of the speech signals from different speakers at

two different microphone locations are used in the proposed method to derive the

excitation characteristics of individual speakers.

1.2 Scope of the thesis

To define the scope of this work, the mixed speech signals are restricted to two-

microphone recordings similar to the binaural recordings of the auditory scene

analysis, which carry about the same spatial information as is present at the ears

of the human listeners. The scope of this work is to illustrate the effectiveness of

using the excitation source information of the speech production mechanism for

processing mixed speech signals. In the case of multispeaker data, the problem is

to determine the number of speakers, localize the speakers, and extract the speech

produced by individual speakers from the mixed speech signal. A mixed speech

signal collected by a number of spatially separated microphones in a realistic

environment can be represented by

xi[n] =

q
∑

j=1

aijsj [n − τij ] + vi[n], i = 1, 2, . . . , p and n = 1, 2, · · · , N (1.1)

where xi[n] represent the mixed speech signal collected by the ith sensor, sj [n −

τij ], j = 1, 2, . . . , q represents the direct component of the signal from jth source

arriving at the ith sensor with a delay of τij , and aij denote the attenuation factor

for the signal reaching the ith sensor from the jth source and vi[n] represents noise

at ith sensor. The issues addressed in this study are:

• To determine the number of speakers q
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• To determine the elements of mixing matrix aij

• To localize the speakers relative to microphones

• To enhance the speech produced by an individual speaker

The multispeaker speech signals used in this study are collected simultaneously

using a pair of microphones. The recordings are done in a laboratory environment,

with an average reverberation time of about 0.5s (over the range of 0.5− 3.5kHz).

All recordings are made under the following practical conditions: (a) The speakers

are located approximately at an average distance of 1.5m from the microphones,

and the microphones are spaced about 1m apart. The speakers are positioned

in such a way that their heads and the microphones are approximately in the

same horizontal plane. (b) The direct component of speech from each speaker is

significantly high relative to the noise and reverberation components in the room.

(c) All the speakers are stationary, and speak simultaneously while recording,

resulting in a significant overlap.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

The evolution of ideas presented in this thesis is given in Table 1.1. The thesis is

organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, a review of the approaches for determining the number of speak-

ers, deriving the mixing matrix from the mixed speech signals, and separation of

individual sound sources from a mixed speech signal is presented. A review of

approaches for speech recognition and speaker recognition in a multispeaker envi-

ronment is presented. Motivation for the research carried out is described in this

chapter.

In Chapter 3, a method for determining the number of speakers from the mixed

speech signals is proposed. Representation of the mixed speech signals using the

excitation characteristics of the speech production mechanism is described. The is-

sues involved in computing time-delays are discussed in this chapter. The method

is tested on the mixed speech signals with different number of speakers, and the
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accuracy of the method in computing delays is validated with the expected the-

oretical (measured) values for speech data collected using different speakers at

different locations.

In Chapter 4, a signal processing approach is proposed for deriving the mixing

matrix from the mixed speech signals collected in a realistic environment. The

relation between the time-delay of arrival and the ratio of amplitudes of a speech

signal at a pair of microphones is used to determine the elements of the mixing

matrix. The proposed method is tested on different sets of mixed speech signals,

and the amplitude ratios computed are validated with the expected values deter-

mined from the measured distances.

Chapter 5 illustrates the method of enhancing the speech produced by an individ-

ual speaker using the excitation characteristics of the speech production mecha-

nism. The method does not try to separate all the speakers simultaneously, but

enhances the speaker of interest relative to the competing speakers. Subjective

evaluation of quality of the enhanced speech using the proposed method is also

discussed in this chapter.

In Chapter 6, the proposed method of enhancement is used for automatic speech

recognition in a multispeaker environment. Preprocessing of the mixed speech

signals prior to feature extraction is proposed to improve the recognition perfor-

mance. Isolated digit recognition study in the presence of interfering speech signals

is carried out.

Chapter 7 discusses the use of enhancement for speaker recognition in a mul-

tispeaker environment. Speaker-specific features based on the characteristics of

source of excitation and vocal tract system are extracted from the enhanced speech

signal. A neural network based speaker recognition system is used for the study.

Chapter 8 summarizes the research work carried out, highlights the contributions

of the work and discusses the scope for further research in the area of multispeaker

speech signal processing.
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Table 1.1: Evolution of ideas presented in the thesis.

• Human beings are endowed with binaural hearing and use it for selective attention.

• Human beings have a natural ability to segregate and extract information from a
mixture of sources even in noisy environment.

• Is it possible for a computer to process multispeaker speech signals collected using
a pair of microphones as efficiently as humans do?

• Using knowledge of the speech production mechanism, it is possible to address some
of the issues in processing a mixed speech signal.

• Instants of significant excitation can be used as the signature of a speaker

– The instants of significant excitation are sparse and non-overlapping in the
mixed speech signal

– The relative positions of the instants of significant excitation of a speaker are
preserved in the speech signals recorded at different microphones

• Determining the number of speakers

– Spatial separation of microphones results in a time-delay

– The time-delays are computed using cross-correlation

– The number of speakers is determined using the time-delays

• Deriving the mixing matrix

– The elements of the mixing matrix are not arbitrary

– They are related to the distances of the speaker relative to the microphones

– The distances dictate the time-delay and the ratio of amplitudes of the speech
signal due to a speaker

– Time-delay and coherence property of the instants can be used to derive the
ratio of amplitudes

– The ratio of amplitudes and the time-delay are used to localize a speaker

• Enhancing the speech produced by an individual speaker

– Nonlinear weighing function to reinforce the excitation components of individ-
ual speakers

– Waveform weighing to achieve enhancement of speech

– Evaluation of the quality of enhancement

• Enhancement as a pre-processing task for recognition

– Isolated digit recognition and speaker recognition in a multispeaker environ-
ment
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CHAPTER 2

PROCESSING A MULTISPEAKER SPEECH SIGNAL -

A REVIEW

This chapter provides a review of approaches proposed for addressing issues in

processing a multispeaker speech signal. This chapter is organized as follows:

a review of approaches proposed for determining the number of sources from a

multichannel time-series data is presented in Section 2.1. The approaches proposed

in literature for deriving the mixing matrix from the mixed speech signals are

reviewed in Section 2.2. The approaches used for separation of multispeaker speech

signals are discussed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 reviews approaches that propose

speech enhancement as a front-end for automatic speech recognition. The issues

addressed in performing speaker recognition in a multispeaker environment are

also discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 describes the motivation for the research

work presented in this thesis. Summary of the issues discussed in this chapter is

given in Section 2.6.

2.1 Approaches for determining the number of

sources

One of the important problems in signal processing is to estimate the number of

sources from a multisensor data. Estimation of the number of sources is an impor-

tant issue in sound localization and separation. The information on the number

of sources is required for determining the dimension of the inverse filter (the num-

ber of output channels). In the case of multispeaker speech data, the problem

is to determine the number of speakers, and then localize and track the speakers

from the mixed speech signal collected using a number of spatially distributed

microphones. Several approaches, mostly theoretical, have been proposed in the

literature for the detection of number of sources whose mixed signals are captured

by an array of passive sensors [4-19]. Most of the methods proposed so far assume



the model given by Eqn.(2.1) for the received signal vector. The model, consisting

of N observation vectors at p sensors from q sources, is given by

x[n] = As[n] + v[n], n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (2.1)

where A = [aij ] is a p × q matrix composed of q vectors, each of p dimension.

The jth column vector [a1j , a2j, . . . , apj]
T is the array response vector or steer-

ing vector, associated with the jth signal. Each row vector gives the mixing

weights of the q signals for the sensor corresponding to that row. If the sig-

nals (sources) are sj [n], j = 1, 2, . . . , q, then the signal vector is given by s[n] =

[s1[n], s2[n], . . . , sq[n]]T. The observation vector is given by x[n] = [x1[n], x2[n], . . . , xp[n]]T.

The additive noise vector is given by v[n] = [v1[n], v2[n], . . . , vp[n]]T. For deter-

mining the number of sources, three cases are considered: Overdetermined case

(p > q), well-determined case (p = q), and underdetermined case (p < q). It

is generally assumed that the number of sensors (p) is greater than or equal to

the number of sources [4]. The latter case (p = q) is normally addressed in ICA

formulation [5, 6]. In this study, we address the issue of determining the number

of sources for underdetermined case (p < q).

2.1.1 Statistical approaches

The statistical approach is based on the structure of the covariance matrix of the

observation vector. The vector of observations modeled as a superposition of a

finite number of signals along with additive noise is represented as in Eqn.(2.1).

The q source signals are assumed to be stationary and ergodic Gaussian processes,

with zero mean and positive definite covariance matrix. The noise vector v is

assumed to be stationary and ergodic Gaussian vector process, independent of the

signals, with zero mean and covariance matrix given by σ2I, where σ is a unknown

scalar constant and I is the identity matrix. Because the noise is zero mean and

independent of the signals, covariance matrix of the observations is given by

R = Ψ + σ2I (2.2)
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where Ψ = ASAT, and S denotes the covariance matrix of the signals, i.e., S =

E[s(.)s(.)T]. Assuming that the matrix A is full column rank i.e., the vectors

A(Φi)(i = 1, . . . , q) are linearly independent, and that the covariance matrix of

the signals S is nonsingular, it follows that the rank of Ψ is q or equivalently p− q

smallest eigenvalues of Ψ are equal to zero. Denoting the eigenvalues of R by

λ1 ≥ λ2 · · · ≥ λp it follows, therefore, that the smallest p − q eigenvalues of R are

all equal to σ2, i.e.,

λq+1 = λq+2 = · · · = λp = σ2 (2.3)

The number of sources q can be determined from the multiplicity of the smallest

eigenvalue of R. The problem is that the covariance matrix R is unknown in

practice. When estimated from a finite sample size, the resulting eigenvalues

are all different with a probability one, thus making it difficult to determine the

number of sources merely by “observing” the eigenvalues.

A more sophisticated approach to the problem is based on a nested sequence of

hypothesis tests based on the confidence interval of the noise eigenvalue [7, 8].

But this method uses subjective judgement for deciding the threshold level of

the likelihood statistic ratio for accepting a hypothesis. The statistical method

based on finding thresholds for the observed eigenvalues of the correlation matrix

is proposed in [9].

2.1.2 Information theoretic approaches

To avoid the problem associated with the estimation of covariance matrix and the

use of subjective thresholds, Wax and Kailath [10] in their seminal work proposed

an information theoretic approach for source detection. The information theoretic

approaches pose the problem of detecting the number of sources as a model selec-

tion problem and selects the model which satisfies the specified criteria explained

later, as the source number. Given a set of N observations X = {x[1], . . . ,x[N ]}

and a family of parametric models Θq = [Rs,q, σ
2
n,q], where Rs,q is the mixed signal

correlation matrix, Θq is the parameter space of the unknown parameters, and

σ2
n,q is the white noise level, the problem is to estimate q based on N independent

observations.
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Two information theoretic criteria are proposed in the literature namely, Akaike

information criteria(AIC) and the minimum description length(MDL). They can

be considered as hypotheses tests of the number of sources as determined by the

multiplicity of smallest eigenvalue of the received signal correlation matrix [4]. The

AIC is an extension of maximum likelihood principle and the criteria is to minimize

the Kullback-Leibler distance between the modeled density f(X|Θ) and estimated

density f(X|Θ̂). Following assumptions are made: Observations are identical and

statistically independent complex Gaussian random vectors of zero mean and the

family of models is defined by the covariance matrix. Consider R(k) = Ψ(k) + σ2I,

where Ψ(k) denotes a semipositive matrix of rank k and k ∈ 0, 1, . . . , p − 1 ranges

over all possible number of signals. Using spectral representation [10]

Rk =

k
∑

i=1

(λi − σ2)viv
T
i + σ2I (2.4)

where λi is the eigenvalue, vi is the eigenvector and σ2 is the variance of Ψ(k).

The parameter vector of the model [10]

Θ(k)T = (λ1, . . . , λk, σ
2,vT

1 , . . . ,vT
k ), k = 1, . . . , p − 1 (2.5)

The joint probability density is given by

f(x(t1), . . . ,x(tN)|Θ(k)) =
N
∏

i=1

exp(−xT(ti)[R
(k)]−1x(ti))

πp(det|R(k)|)
(2.6)

The log-likelihood function is given by [10]

L(Θ(k)) = −N log(det|R(k)|) − trace[R(k)]−1R̂ (2.7)

where R̂ is the sample covariance matrix. The maximum-likelihood estimate is

the value of Θ(k) that maximizes L(Θ(k)). AIC is defined as

AIC = −2logf(X|Θ̂(k)) + 2k (2.8)

where Θ̂(k) is the maximum likelihood estimate, and k is the number of free ad-

justed parameters in Θ̂. The first term is the log-likelihood of the MLE of the

parameters of the model and the second term is a bias correction term to make AIC

an unbiased estimate of the mean Kullback-Leibler distance between the modelled
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density and estimated density. From [11], the estimates of the model paramaters

are given by

λ̂i = li i = 1, · · · , k

σ̂2 =
1

p − k

p
∑

i=k+1

li (2.9)

V̂i = Ci i = 1, · · · , k

where l1 > l2 · · · > lp and C1, · · · ,Cp are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respec-

tively, of the sample covariance matrix R̂. Substituting the maximum likelihood

estimates Eqn.(2.9) in the likelihood and after simplification, the log-likelihood

function can be expressed as the ratio of geometric mean to the arithmetic mean

of the smallest p − k eigenvalues [10]

L(Θ(k)) = log









q
∏

i=k+1

l
1/(p−k)
i

1
p−k

p
∑

i=k+1

li









(p−k)N

(2.10)

The AIC for this detection problem is given by

AIC(k) = −2log









p
∏

i=k+1

l
1/(p−k)
i

1
p−k

p
∑

i=k+1

li









(p−k)N

+ 2k(2p − k) (2.11)

The number of sources is determined as the value of k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p−1} for which

AIC is minimized.

MDL is based on the principle that any regularity in the data can be used to com-

press the data. Each model can be used to encode the observed data. Detection

problem using MDL is to select the model that yields the minimum code length.

The MDL criteria is given by

MDL = −logf(X|Θ̂) +
1

2
klogN (2.12)

The MDL criterion for the detection problem is given by

MDL(k) = −log

(

∏p
i=k+1 l

1/(p−k)
i

1
p−k

∑p
i=k+1 li

)(p−k)N

+
1

2
k(2p − k)logN (2.13)
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The AIC and MDL criteria both makes an underlying assumption of overdeter-

mined case. The performance of the information theoretic approaches is compared

using the consistency. The estimator that yields the true number of signals with

probability one as the sample size increases to infinity is said to be consistent. The

MDL approach yields a consistent estimate whereas the AIC yields an inconsistent

estimate that tends to overestimate the number of signals. These approaches make

an assumption of spatially homogeneous white additive process and that noise lev-

els at the outputs are independent of each other. The robustness of these methods

against deviations from the assumption was shown using computer simulations.

The limitation of both of these approaches is the emphasis on the synthetic data.

Following [10], many other papers have addressed the problem of determining

the number of sources (see, among others [11-25]). These papers can be divided

into two major groups: The first is concerned with performance analysis of the

MDL estimator [11-14], whereas the second is concerned with improvements on the

MDL estimator [15-21]. In approaches concerned with improvements of the MDL

estimator, the MDL approach is taken, and by exploiting some prior knowledge,

performance improvement is achieved [11-16]. MDL criteria for the determination

of the number of signals in spatially correlated noise is proposed in [12]. Estima-

tion of number of signals in the presence of unknown correlated sensor noise is

proposed in [13].

Methods based on multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue are not robust, if there

are deviations from the assumed model of the additive noise process. Robustness

is improved by exploiting some type of prior knowledge e.g., array steering vectors

[4]. But the methods based on prior knowledge have high computational complex-

ity requiring multidimensional numerical search. Robust estimators for specific

types of deviations from the assumed model are reported in the literature. In par-

ticular, the situation when the sensor noise levels are spatially inhomogeneous is

considered in [4] to estimate the number of sources by using information theoretic

criterion.
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2.1.3 Clustering based approaches

For an underdetermined or overcomplete case, the number of sensors (p) is smaller

than the number of sources, and the number of sources can be determined by

making assumption of sparseness on the sources, and a constant mixing matrix

with full column rank [14]. The algorithm used is as follows:

• Normalize each output data vector to project the mixtures onto a unit sphere

xk =
sgn(xk1)xk

||xk||
(2.14)

where xk1 is the first element of x.

• Use clustering algorithm to separate the mixtures into C clusters

• Avoid clusters which represent the overlapping sources interval by finding
the distance of the center of cluster from each point and setting a threshold
based on the variance

• Take the refined cluster number as the estimate of the number of sources

These methods require thresholds to be set for refining clusters and depends

on the sparseness of the sources. Table 2.1 gives the summary of the approaches

used for determining the number of speakers

Table 2.1: Summary of the approaches for the determining the number of
sources.
• Statistical approaches: Based on the structure of the covariance matrix derived from

the observed signals. The multiplicity of the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance
matrix gives an estimate of the number of sources

• Information theoretic approaches : These methods poses the source number de-
tection as the model section problem. The number of sources is the model which
satisfies information theoretic criteria (AIC or MDL). The model depends on the
eigenvalue, eigenvector and the noise covariance matrix

• Clustering based approaches: Based on grouping the mixtures into N clusters using
a distance metric assuming that sources are sparse
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2.2 Approaches for deriving mixing matrix

One of the interesting and scientifically challenging problems is to separate signals

generated by different sources from the mixture of signals picked up by spatially

distributed sensors, when there is limited or no knowledge of the nature of the

signals and the number of sources. While the motivation for such problems is the

so called “cocktail party problem”, the problem is addressed as a blind source

separation (BSS) problem with possible applications in other areas as well, such

as in telecommunications and medical signal processing. The BSS problem can be

described using (2.1) as, given the N observation vectors, the problem is to derive

the mixing matrix A, and the individual sources si[n], i = 1, 2, . . . , q. The problem

is referred to as BSS, as the solution has to be obtained only from the observation

vectors, without any prior knowledge about the sources and the mixing matrix,

and also about the characteristics of the noise. The BSS problem is also same

as the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) problem provided the signals are

mixed in a linear fashion as in Eqn.(2.1). Both BSS and ICA problems differ when

the observation vector is a nonlinear combination of the signals from sources. In

BSS the main objective is to separate the signals generated by the sources, where

as in ICA the objective is to determine the independent components that make up

for the observation vectors. In this thesis, we consider only linear mixture as shown

in Eqn.(2.1). The ICA problem is solved by assuming that the component signals

si[n] are independent of each other, and also the samples of each of the signals,

si[n], n = 1, 2, . . . , N (except maximum one of them) have nongaussian probability

distribution. In most cases the additive noise is ignored. Moreover, most ICA

problems assume that the number of sources is equal to the number of sensors(that

is number of sources is assumed to be known). In most of the cases, the number

of sensors are assumed to be greater than the number of sources (p > q). For

noise free case, if the matrix A is square (p = q) and is invertible, then the BSS

problem reduces to s = A−1x, provided A−1 can be determined. This holds good

for well-determined cases or non-degenerate case. If p > q, the problem is called

overdetermined or undercomplete. In such cases, least mean square solutions are

sought. On the other hand if p < q, the problem is called as underdetermined or
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overcomplete problem. In the later case, there is no unique solution to the BSS

problem, as the mixing matrix is not invertible, even if it is known. Additional

knowledge is required or restrictions (such as sparse distributions) are placed to

solve the overcomplete problem. Several BSS methods were developed specifically

for the separation of speech signals [18-28]. In all such cases, the problem of

overcomplete representation (p < q) was assumed, and specific characteristics of

speech were exploited to achieve the separation of speech signals. The standard

ICA method was found inadequate for real-time speech separation because the

statistical independence assumption for ICA is not valid due to quasi stationary

nature of speech over temporal short term [15]. Temporal correlation was used

in place of nongaussianity assumption to deal with time-series data like speech

[16]. Attempts are also made to exploit the model of speech production for speech

signal separation for the case of overcomplete representation [16-18].

Since the solution to source separation involves estimation of the mixing ma-

trix and separation of the sources, solving both of them together is a difficult

multivariate optimization problem. One method is to estimate the mixing matrix

first and then estimate the individual sources. In the next section we review the

approaches for deriving mixing matrix from the mixed signals.

Several approaches have been reported in the literature for deriving mixing matrix

[14,19-26]. The approaches basically uses sparsity of the sources to obtain a dis-

joint representation. Statistical model, competitive learning and time-frequency

structure of speech signal is used in obtaining the elements of the mixing matrix.

2.2.1 Based on sparsity of sources

Short-time time-frequency structure of speech is used to derive the mixing matrix

in [17]. Sub-band filtering is used within each short-time window to enhance the

dominant speaker in that period which leads to the estimation of the independent

component bases. If ri(τ) is the auto-correlation function of the ith sensed signal,
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the correlation matrix Ri can be written as [17],

R =

















ri(0) ri(1) . . . ri(L − 1)

ri(1) ri(0) . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

ri(L − 1) . . . . . . ri(0)

















, (2.15)

The generalized eigenfilters are unit gain filters which maximize or minimize the

Rayleigh quotient as [17]

h̄ = argmax
h̄R1h̄

T

h̄R2h̄T
(2.16)

where h̄ = (h(0), . . . , h(L−1))T is the eigen filter and R is the correlation matrix.

Eigenfiltering only reduces the source energy by eliminating the information in

some frequency bands as given by [17]

h̄R1h̄
T =

∑

k

aik

∫ ∞

−∞
|H(ω)|2|S(ω)|2dω ≤

∑

k

aik

∫ ∞

−∞
|S(ω)|2dω (2.17)

since h(t) has unit gain. The mixing matrix is estimated using the procedure:

Time-frequency decomposition:

• Use short-time analysis (sliding window of 20 ms)

• Compute eigen-filters hi(t) and hj(t) to maximize or minimize Rayleigh quo-
tient

• Filter the mixed input through the sub-bands of each sensor(30 taps)

• Use PCA to estimate the spatial direction of the mixing vectors

• Collect a set of PCA directions from each sub-band and each sensor

• Cluster the PCA estimates in the number of expected sources using compet-
itive learning

• Choose the estimates of the mixing matrix elements corresponding to the
largest eigenspread in each cluster

This approach highlights the improvement in SNR of the separation-mixing

matrix product as the merit as compared to the gradient and numeric algorithms.

The results were shown using simulations and artificial mixing. The accuracy of

estimation depends on the choice of sub-band filters and the sparsity of sources in

frequency domain.
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The sparsity of sources in frequency domain (using STFT) to estimate the mixing

matrix is used in [18]. The mixing matrix is decomposed into a column vector aj

and expanding every data point as [18]

xt =
N
∑

j=1

ajst
j for t = 1, . . . , T. (2.18)

ajs are the basis vectors defining spatial signature of the sources and the st
j s are

the corresponding components of the data points. Assuming linear mixing, all the

observations would be proportional to ai and all the data points xts in mixture

space would be aligned along the direction of this basis vector. The density of

data in mixture space, besides decreasing with the distance from the origin, shows

a clear tendency to cluster along the directions of the basis vectors ajs. A local

basis function is defined around the neighbor directions of each data point, and

then a potential function is computed over all possible directions as the sum of

individual contributions. The local maxima of the potential function correspond

to the estimated directions of the basis functions. The potential function Ψ over

the angle θ is defined as [18]

Φ(θ, λ) =
∑

i

liφ(λ(θ − θi)) (2.19)

where λ is a parameter to adjust the desired angular resolution and li is the weight

to put more emphasis on the reliable data (farther from origin). The basis function

φ around xt is defined as a triangle function of the local angle α [18],

Φ(α) = 1 −
α

π/4
for |α| < π/4, (2.20)

where α is the angular difference between an arbitrary direction and directions

between two data points. The performance of the algorithm was shown by mixing

music as well as speech signals by suitably choosing the angles and number of grid

points. A similar approach to estimate the mixing matrix using a histogram rather

than a potential function is proposed in [19]. Bofill also proposed a potential func-

tion based clustering approach in [20] considering the attenuations and the delays.

A matrix of relative attenuations is inferred by angular clustering of the magnitude

of the input, yielding a coarse partition of the data into their nearest sources. For
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each partition a differential delay is inferred by shifting the sensor channels and

scattering the real and imaginary components until the cluster reappears. This

approach considers synthetic delay and attenuation in the absence of noise, echo,

or reverberation.

A non-parametric maximum-likelihood approach, based on Parzen windowing is

proposed in [21] to determine the mixing matrix under time-varying environments.

This approach also makes use of representation of sources in sparse domain. The

probability distribution of sample directions is estimated and the peak points are

shown to correspond to the directions defined by the column vectors of the mixing

matrix. The approach uses a probabilistic model for the distribution of sources

given by [21]

p‘
j(sj) = pjδ(sj) + (1 − pj)fj(sj), j = 1, . . . , n (2.21)

where pj is the sparsity factor for source j, δ is Dirac’s delta, and fj(sj) is the

probability density function when the corresponding source is active. The equation

As = x can be interpreted as projection of the source vectors s from Rn into the

vector space Rm of the measurement vectors x. The Parzen window density

function is used to estimate the density of the angle , and then pick the n largest

peaks of this distribution as the estimates for the directions of the n columns of

A. The Parzen window density estimation for the angle given the samples and a

kernel function kδ is given by [21]

p(θ) =
1

N

∑

i=1

Nkδ(θ − θi), (2.22)

where the samples of the angle are evaluated using θi = atan(x2/x1). Once the

density estimation is obtained, the steepest ascent algorithm is used to find the

angles corresponding to the peaks of the density function.

Luengo in [22] proposed a method of sequentially estimating the angles and am-

plitudes of each column of the mixing matrix by representing the mixing matrix

in spherical coordinates. This method provides a unified approach in the time

domain to derive the mixing matrix for linear instantaneous and convolutive mix-

tures. To quantify the sparsity of the sources, this approach also considers the

probabilistic model for the pdfs as in Eqn.(2.21). This approach parametrizes each

column of the mixing matrix H as a vector in m-dimensional space and express it
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in spherical coordinates. The mixing matrix is represented as [22]

H =





||a(0)||cosθ0 .... ||a(D − 1)||cosθD − 1

||a(0)||sinθ0 .... ||a(D − 1)||sinθD − 1



 (2.23)

where D is the number of columns of H, θk = atan(h2(k)/h1(k)) is the angle of

each column, and ||h(k)|| = h(k)T h(k), their L2 norm (k = 0, . . . , D − 1). The

following steps are involved in the estimation of the mixing matrix: (1) Deter-

mine the angle of each column of the matrix using grid search, (2) estimate the

norms using angle information by collecting a set of samples collinear with each

of the estimated angles, and (3) order the columns of the matrix using temporal

correlation between consecutive input vectors. The authors demonstrate the per-

formance of the algorithm using artificial mixing matrix. Binary time-frequency

masks are used to derive the mixing matrix in [23, 24] using the disjoint orthogo-

nality condition. Gabor expansion i.e., the discrete short-time Fourier transform

is used as a disjoint representation. A power weighted two-dimensional histogram

constructed from the ratio of time-frequency representation of the mixtures shows

a peak for each source with peak location corresponding to the relative attenuation

and mixing parameters. The mixing model used is [23]

[x1(τ, ω) x2(τ, ω)]T =





1 .... 1

a1e
−iωδ1 .... aNe−iωδN



 [s1(τ, ω) s2(τ, ω)]T (2.24)

when the sources are disjoint and orthogonal, the mixing matrix elements are de-

termined using R21(τ, ω) = x2(τ,ω)
x1(τ,ω)

where R21(τ, ω) = aje
−iδjω. This approach is

tested on synthetic mixtures under anechoic conditions and also with arbitrary

values of the delays (1.5 cm) which do not correspond to the delays obtained in

realistic environments.

A similar method using sparsity of Gabor expansions of the speech signals using

more than two mixtures and k-means clustering to find elements of the mixing

matrix is proposed in [25]. Exclusive activity period (EAP) present in conversa-

tional speech is used to derive the mixing matrix in [26]. EAP is estimated using

Aperiodicity measure, Harmonic-to-signal ratio and spectral auto-correlation. The

demixing matrix is derived using a learning algorithm by minimizing a cost func-

tion. The cost function is framed with the knowledge that during EAPs, the
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observed signals are scalar multiples of the active source signal. The algorithm

uses instantaneous mixing and doesn’t consider attenuation or delays. Estimation

of the mixing matrix using unsupervised robust C prototypes (URCP) algorithm

under the assumption of a full column rank matrix is proposed in [14]. The center

of each cluster obtained by using URCP algorithm is chosen as the column of the

mixing matrix. In this method also the results were illustrated through simula-

tions using artificial mixing matrix.

Real-time implementation of delay and attenuation compensation algorithm using

anechoic propagation model is proposed in [27]. The DAC mixing model in the

time domain is given by [27]

x1(t) = s1(t − δ1) + c1s2(t − δ2)x2(t) = c2s1(t + δ1) + s2(t + δ2) (2.25)

where delays δi are functions of the directions of arrival, c1 and c2 give the ratio

of attenuation of the paths between sources and sensors for non-calibrated micro-

phones. The approach provides solution for nondegenerate case using convolution

filter h = h(t, δ1, δ2, c1, c2). Minimizing the decorrelation between delayed sensor

recordings at all lags gives the mixing matrix elements. This is equivalent to the

following optimization problem [27]:

{d̂1, d̂2, ĉ1, ĉ2} = argmin
∑

τ

|Ry1y2(τ)| (2.26)

where R. is the cross-correlation between differences of fractionally delayed mea-

surements [27]. The algorithm is evaluated on synthetic mixtures of real data for

different delays assuming a far field model for a well-determined case.

2.2.2 Non-sparse approaches

A non-sparse approach that is capable of separating orthogonal and non-orthogonal

mixtures of both sparse and non-sparse signals with additional Gaussian or non-

Gaussian noise is proposed in [28]. The algorithm is capable of separating time-

varying as well as instantaneous mixtures. The algorithm proposes estimation of

maximum posterior density function by multiplying the priors with the conditional
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density function as [28]

(M̂, ŝ) = argmax
M, s

p(M, s|x) (2.27)

The estimation involves the process of formulating a prior density function of the

original signals and mixing matrix. Multiplying these priors with the observed

data conditional upon the original signals and mixing matrix, p(x|M, s), we obain

the posterior density function defined below:

p(M, s|x) ∝ p(x|M, s)p(M)p(s) (2.28)

where p(s) and p(M) represent the prior probability density function for s and M

respectively. The mixing matrix is estimated as:

p(M̂|x) = p(M̂)

∫

p(x|M̂, ŝ)dŝ (2.29)

The density function is approximated using the generalized Gaussian distribution

wherein a range of noise statistics can be approximated by varying the density

shape parameter. The mixing matrix estimate is obtained using the natural gra-

dient approach on the log-likelihood of p(x̂|M̂, ŝ). The efficacy of the algorithm

was shown using synthetic mixtures of supergaussian, binary and Gaussian sig-

nal. Table 2.2 gives the summary of the approaches used for deriving the mixing

matrix.

Table 2.2: Summary of the approaches for deriving the mixing matrix from
the mixed signals.

• Approaches based on sparseness generally obtain an appropriate disjoint represen-
tation of the sources and determine the directions which represent the columns of
the mixing matrix

• Approaches based on the sparseness of sources in time domain use clustering to find
the directions or iterative learning algorithms to determine the mixing matrix

• Approaches based on the sparseness in frequency domain use potential function
based clustering methods or histogram based methods to derive the mixing matrix

• Approaches based on non-sparseness uses GMMs for estimating the MAP density
function and natural gradient learning for estimating the parameter controlling the
density shape
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2.3 Approaches for separation of multispeaker

speech

In a multispeaker environment, like meetings, discussions and cocktail parties,

several persons will be speaking simultaneously. The signal collected from such

an environment will be a mixture of speech from several speakers. One of the

challenging problems in processing such a multispeaker signal is separation of

speech due to each individual speaker from the signal collected by a microphone

[32-34]. In this section, a review of existing methods for signal separation is

presented. The problem of signal separation is a very broad and fundamental one,

and so it is classified according to various criteria, such as the source model, the

mixing system, level of prior knowledge of the sources and the number of sources

and sensors. The speech separation methods can be broadly classified as based on

auditory scene analysis [1, 38-45], blind source separation [5,6,19-21,36,47-78] and

blind deconvolution [79-83].

2.3.1 Approaches based on auditory scene analysis

Human beings exhibit a remarkable ability to segregate the voice of a single speaker

from a mixture of other intruding sounds. This phenomenon can be considered

as one aspect of a more general process of auditory organization which is able to

untangle an acoustic mixture in order to reprieve a perceptual description of each

constituent sound source. This is referred to as Auditory scene analysis (ASA).

Conceptually auditory scene analysis performs segregation in two stages. In

the first stage, the acoustic mixture is decomposed into sensory elements (“Seg-

ments”). In the second stage, the segments that are likely to have originated from

the same sound source are combined (“Grouping”) [29]. The computational sys-

tems that mimic ASA are known as computational auditory scene analysis (CASA)

[30]. Most of the literature in CASA focuses on the problem of segregating speech

from interfering sounds. This finds application as a front end to an ASR or the

basis for a hearing prosthesis. One of the first approaches to CASA is a system

for separating simultaneous talkers described by [31]. A bank of bandpass filters

performs frequency analysis of the acoustic mixture, and the inter peak interval
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in each filter channel is determined. This information is used to estimate the

number of sound sources present, and their pitch periods. Each voice is charac-

terized by the state of a Markov model as silent, periodic, non periodic, onset,

offset, increasing periodicity or decreasing periodicity. A spectral estimation al-

gorithm uses information about the state of each sound source to determine how

the energy in each frequency channel should be allocated. [30, 32] addresses some

of the problems of the CASA techniques without making assumptions about the

type and number of sound sources. Their approach includes a model of the au-

ditory periphery consisting of outer and middle ear filtering, cochlea filtering and

a model of neuro mechanical transduction. Central processing is modeled using

auditory maps which represent periodicity, frequency transitions, onsets and off-

sets. These maps correspond with the observed neural mapping in the auditory

mid-brain and cortex. The auditory scene is divided into symbolic elements using

maps, and elements are grouped according to similarity of features. The work of

Brown and Cooke was extended by Wang and Brown [33] by replacing the central

portion of their model with a two layer oscillator network and employing compu-

tationally simpler methods for auditory feature extraction. Segmentation of the

acoustic input arises from the dynamics of the first layer, through a process of

local excitation and global inhibition, while grouping of segments emerges from

the dynamics of the second layer. A population of synchronized oscillators repre-

sented by desynchronized populations of oscillators. This “oscillatory correlation”

framework represents a solution to the problem of binding distributed sensory

components of a single source in the brain. Their system allows a time-domain

waveform to be resynthesized for each segregated sound source. The principal

feature used for grouping is fundamental frequency (F0) and it is derived from

AC analysis of the auditory filter channel. This system is strongly motivated by

auditory neurobiology. Separating three simultaneous speeches with two micro-

phones using direction-pass filter is proposed by [34, 35]. The direction pass filter

separates sound signals originating from a specific direction given by visual or

auditory processing. It has two microphones and two cameras embedded in the

head of a robot.This approach integrates auditory and visual clues for designing

the filter. The extraction of sound originating from specific direction is done using
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the following procedure:

The input signal is sampled by 12 kHz as 16 bit data, and analyzed by 1024-

point DFT. The visual processing system calculates the direction and distance

in stereo vision using corner detection algorithm. From this direction, the cor-

responding interaural phase difference (IPD) and interaural intensity difference

(IID) are extracted from database, which are calculated in advance from the data

of the head-related transfer function (HRTF). The distance of the IPD hypothesis,

Ph(θ), and the actual value ∆φ, is calculated as follows [34]:

dp(θ) = (Ph(θ) − ∆φ)2 (2.30)

Similarly, the distance of IID hypothesis, Ih(θ) and ∆p, is calculated as follows:

di(θ) = (Ih(θ) − ∆p)2 (2.31)

The two belief factors are calculated from the distances using probability density

function as [34]

Pk(theta) =

∫
dk(θ)−m√

(s/n)

−∞

1

2π
e−0.5x2

dx (2.32)

where k indicates p (for IPD) or i (for IID). m and s are the average and variance

of dk(θ), respectively, and n is the number of directions [34]. As only 10o is

measured, n = 36. A combined belief factor of IID and IPD is defined by using

Dempster-Schafer theory as [34]

Pp+i(θ) = Pp(θ)Pi(θ) + (1 − Pp(θ))Pi(θ) + Pp(θ)(1 − Pi(θ)) (2.33)

Finally, θ with the maximum Pp+i is selected as the source direction. The system

selects the the subband to which the source belongs and converts them to a wave-

form by using IDFT. The CASA approaches does not make use of the contextual

or a prior information knowledge of the speech signal. They are strongly moti-

vated by auditory neurobiology and use a single channel recording. The CASA

techniques require that the mixture signal represented in the time-frequency plane

show well defined regions corresponding to one or more of the source signals. This

is very difficult to achieve for a real world acoustic signal consisting of multi-

ple sources. Further the effect of reflections which give rise to distortions in the
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representation of source signal in the mixture is not addressed by CASA based

approaches. CASA systems performs comparatively poorly for acoustic mixtures

which are fragmented and overlapping in the time-frequency plane[29].

2.3.2 Approaches based on blind source separation

Blind source separation (BSS) is a statistical method which aims to recover (ex-
tract) the source signals from their observed mixtures without prior knowledge
about the sources or the mixing process. The BSS algorithms require the sources
to be statistically independent and non-Gaussian. The assumption of statistical
independence implies that the sources are mutually independent i.e., the joint den-
sity of the sources is equal to the product of their marginal densities. As a result,
the problem can be alternatively regarded as Independent Component Analysis
(ICA). There are many approaches to signal separation and Pope and Bogner give
an excellent overview of approaches to signal separation [36, 37]. Cardoso gives
a thorough insight into the statistical principles of blind signal separation in [38].
The existing BSS algorithms may be grouped based on the complexity of the mix-
ing model, the order of the statistics used by the algorithm and the nature of data
processing as discussed below.

2.3.2.1 Scalar mixing matrix

Initial approaches to BSS assumed that the mixing process is instantaneous in that

there were no consistent relation between sensor measurements at different times

other than those due to the source signals themselves. In these methods, mixing

system is considered to be memory less, with the observations at the sensor output

assumed to be linear instantaneous mixtures of the sources given by x = As, where

x is the observation vector, A is the mixing matrix, and s is the source vector.

The approaches for scalar mixing can be classified as :

(a) Analytic solutions

(b) Optimization approaches

(c) Adaptive solutions

(a) Analytical solution:

For the case of well-determined system (n × n), there exists an elegant analytic

solution in the temporally correlated second order moments case. The solution to

unsymmetric eigenvalue problem was proposed by [39]. The correlation matrix of
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the mixed signals is related to that of the sources and mixing matrix as [39]:

Rx(τ) = ARs(τ)AT (2.34)

From two lags (0 and τ), we can write [39]

Rx(τ)−1Rx(0)A−T = A−TRs(τ)−1Rs(0) (2.35)

Due to source independence, Rs(τ) is diagonal. The eigenvectors of Rx(τ)−1Rx(0)

are the columns of A−T , with the diagonal elements being the corresponding

eigenvalue. An alternate approach using second order statistics was proposed by

[40]. The sensor signals were prewhitened so that [40]

Rz(0) = IRz(τ) = BRs(τ)BT (2.36)

where z(t) = Tx(t) is the prewhitened signal and orthogonal matrix B is obtained

from eigendecomposition of Rz(τ). The unmixing matrix is given by BT T . If

additive noise is considered at the sensors, then correlation matrices are consid-

ered at two delays τ1, τ2 than for zero lag. Use of higher order statistics was also

proposed by Cardoso for source separation in [41, 42]. For the case of additive

noise it was assumed that there are more sensors than sources, and that the noise

at each sensor has the same variance, as well as being independent of one an-

other. An SVD of the correlation matrix yields the noise subspace from which

noise variance is computed. The eigendecomposition of the fourth order cumulant

derived from the prewhitened mixed signals yields the orthogonal mixing matrix

[38]. Comon [5] obtained a closed form solution for the angle of rotation of the

orthogonal separating matrix for the prewhitened signals using kurtosis. Algebraic

approaches based on higher order statistics and its implementation is suggested

by [6, 43]. ICA methods for overcomplete representation where in the number of

sensors is less than the number of sources is proposed in [17,22,50-53]. Similar

approaches [40, 44] uses spatial covariance matrices to perform blind separation

based on eigen decomposition have been proposed. [45] proposed a multichannel

signal separation method based on decorrelation using additional information on

the true signal generation and/or on the form of coupling systems. The concept

of eigen decomposition for multichannel signal separation was proposed by [46].
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The technique assumes that undesired signal is uncorrelated to the desired signal

and is based on eigen decompositon of a matrix Rratio derived from correlation

matrices of the signals at the two sensors. The ratio matrix has a set of eigen-

values that correspond to the PSD ratio of frequency components in observed

signals. By choosing proper eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors, de-

sired signal subspace can be separated from the undesired signal subspace as well

as noise subspace. A method based on sub-band eigen decomposition and fre-

quency assignment was proposed by [47]. This assumes that the source signals

have different and non overlapping frequency components and hence can be sepa-

rated using eigen analysis on band limited signal. Application of source separation

was illustrated for voice controlled computer and noise removal in cellular phone

in multiuser environment [39, 16, 48, 49]. The magnitude of each channel at the

same frequency bin is compared with each other and it is assigned to the channel,

to which it originally. They don’t put constraint of nongaussianity on the source

signals [39].

(b) Optimization based approaches:

Optimization based criteria proposed for BSS are more robust though they are

computationally expensive. JADE (Joint Approximation by Diagonalization of

Eigenmatrices) minimizes the squared cross-cumulants in a set of eigenmatrices

[38]. The off-diagonal entries of eigenmatrices are cross-cumulants, while the di-

agonal entries are the kurtosis. The unmixing matrix will be orthogonal and

minimization of the squared cross-cumulants is equivalent to the maximization of

the squared kurtosis. This is equivalent to jointly diagonalize a set of matrices [5].

The separation is achieved by minimizing the mutual information between sources

which is equivalent to increasing the independence of them. For separating tem-

porally correlated Gaussian processes, JADE can be applied to a set of second

order correlation matrices at different time lags [50]. The separation is possible

if the sources are spectrally disjoint. To avoid extraction of two identical sources

simultaneously, [51] added the sum of squares of the cross-correlations at different

time-lags to the cost function and maximize or minimize the kurtosis depending

on the sign of kurtosis to effect separation. Hyvarinen in [52] proposed a fast con-

verging fixed point algorithm for separation of zero mean non-Gaussian by using
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deflationary approach, regardless of the sign of the kurtosis. It maximizes the

measure of negentropy under the constraint that the source estimates have unit

power. Van Compernolle proposed separation of zero mean independent processes

with distinct autocorrelation functions by decorrelation using only second order

statistics [53]. The cross-correlation of the mixed signals is represented in terms

of the mixing and unmixing parameters and the source autocorrelations as [53]

ry1y2(l) = (a21 +w21)(1+a21w12)rs1s1(l)+(a12 +w12)(1+a12w21)rs2s2(l) ∀l (2.37)

where a1, a2 are mixing parameters and w1, w2 are unmixing parameters. For the

separation to occur Ry1y2(l) must be zero i.e. for the decorrelation to occur. As

the mixing parameters are unknown, the estimates of the separating coefficients

are obtained by minimizing the following cost function with respect to w12, w21

[53].

C =

q
∑

l=0

[(1 + w12w21)rx1x2(l) + w21rx1x1(l) + w12rx2x2(l)]
2 (2.38)

The cost function can be minimized by using stochastic zero-search algorithm or

steepest descent algorithm by arbitrarily setting the number of cross-correlation

lags. The deccorelation was examined in frequency domain by minimizing the

cross-power at different frequencies. The interpretation of nongaussianity due to

a smoothly changing variance in terms of higher order cross-cumulants was shown

in [54]. This is based on considering time-correlation of the squares (energies)

of the signals. A method for separating dependent sources without a parametric

model for their dependencies was proposed in [55]. The assumption made was

that sources were dependent only through their variances and the variances of

the sources have temporal correlations (spatio temporal variance dependencies).

Contrast function using cumulants is maximized using gradient ascent to separate

independent sources. A neural network based source separation method using the

nonstationarity of the signals was proposed in [56]. A unifying model that is able

to separate the sources based on three properties namely, nongaussianity of the

sources, their different auto correlations and their smoothly varying nonstationary

variances was proposed in [57]. A autoregressive model estimated by MLE was

used to separate sources with natural gradient of the likelihood adaptation. It was
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shown that the method could separate sources when individual methods fail. An

ICA approach taking into account the time structure of the signal was proposed

by [58]. Instead of using ICA on the observations directly, ICA on the innovation

processes of the original observed signals result in better separation. Innovation

processes are more gaussian and independent than the original data as it represents

the error of the best prediction of the signal given its past. The signal can be

represented as the sum of innovation variables.

(c) Adaptive algorithm:

This may be regarded as neural networks based or maximum likelihood based

implementation of update adaptation rules with the objective of minimizing the

mutual information. Jutten and Herault were the first to use ICA for signal

separation of scalarly mixed sources [68-70]. Motivated by biological systems,

they implemented a neuromimetic architecture for well-determined case. The

architecture constrains the unmixing matrix to be W = (I + C)−1 where C has

zero diagonal and elements of C are varied to achieve signal separation. The

separated signal is given by

yi(t) = xi(t) −
∑

i6=j

cijyj(t) (2.39)

Since the sources are independent, separation will be achieved if the cross-cumulants

of yi(t) are canceled. The update rule used is [59]

cij(t + 1) = cij(t) + µ
dcij(t)

dt
= cij(t) + µf(yi(t))g(yj(t)) i 6= j (2.40)

The choice of nonlinear functions y and g must not constrain the matrix to be

symmetric. Bell and Sejnowski used ICA update [60]

Wt+1 = Wt + η(I− f(y)yT )W−T
t (2.41)

with f(y) = tanh(y) as the score function. They were able to separate instanta-

neous mixtures of heavy tailed signals like speech. ICA based approaches exploit

the non-gaussianity of source signals and statistical independence of the separated

signals to perform separation. [59] proposed solution to ICA in the form of a

feedback adaptive neuromimetic structure architecture. It introduced ICA as a

statistical model to express a linear transformation of non-Gaussian, mutually
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independent variables with model identifiability conditions given in [5]. This solu-

tion is considered as the precursor to wide family of BSS models as suggested by

[60, 61]. Approaches for BSS using HOS are referred to as ICA-based approaches.

They use stringent condition of nongaussianity and statistical independence on

the signals. The ICA procedure of [5] minimizes the fourth order cumulants after

whitening the signals. The joint approximate diagonalization (JADE) [6] min-

imizes the cumulants. A recursive gradient descent approach to maximize the

kurtosis of separated signals was proposed in[62].

2.3.2.2 Convolutive mixtures

The instantaneous model is rather unrealistic for wide band signals like speech

recorded in a real acoustic environment. In this case, each microphone receives

not only direct contribution from each sound source, but also several reflected and

modified copies of the original signals at totally different propagation delays. In

real acoustic environment, linear model is unlikely to hold as the path lengths from

sources to various microphones vary. Given a set of observations, the problem is

to estimate the number of underlying sources without any knowledge about the

sources or their distribution

xi[n] =

q
∑

j=1

M−1
∑

m=0

aij [m]sj [n − m] + ǫi[n], i = 1, 2, . . . , p (2.42)

where aij [m] represents the impulse response of the path from source j to sensor

i. The sj[n] is the jth source signal, xi[n] is the ith sensor signal, and ǫi[n] is the

additive noise at the ith sensor. The signal captured by the microphone can be

represented by a convolution of the source signal with filter modeling the room

acoustic between the source and sensor. The approaches used for separation of

convolutive mixtures may be classified as (a) adaptive algorithms and (b) decor-

relation methods.

(a) Adaptive algorithms:

The first approaches to separation of convolutive mixtures of signals was based on

FIR matrix analogues to the ICA updates where scalar mixing was considered. In

[63], 2× 2 speech separation updates similar to the Herault-Jutten algorithm was
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used for off-diagonal unmixing filter taps:

∆wi,j(p) = −fi(yi(t))gj(yj(t − p)) i 6= j ∈ 1, 2 (2.43)

where t denotes time, and p the filter tap number. Lambert used FIR extension

of the Bell-Sejnowski algorithm [64]. Natural gradient updates for multichannel

blind deconvolution was proposed by Amari [61]. It describes adaptive algorithm

for separating multichannel data that incorporates deconvolution and therefore

handles the case of convolutive distortion, delays and echoes. [65, 66] suggested so-

lution for convolutional mixtures in time domain using information maximization

approach . But these methods are computationally expensive due to calculation

of convolutions. An online BSS with GMM for convolutively mixed sources was

proposed in [67]. Only conditions of nongaussianity was used. GMM was used

to model parametric PDF of the sources and mutual information among output

components was minimized using gradient ascent method.

(b) Decorrelation based methods:

Decorrelation with unity diagonal constraint was proposed for separation of con-

volutive mixtures of 2 sources in [45]. Exponentially weighed windows were used

on the sensor data to track non-stationarity. The algorithms are computation-

ally intensive and requires the calculation of intermediate values of the source

estimates. Also, the number of cross-correlation lags over which to decorrelate is

fixed at the number of unmixing FIR filter taps. Chan [68] also utilized decor-

relation along with constant diagonal, where only one of the unmixing diagonal

filter elements are fixed and constant source power constraint. The algorithm uses

iterative techniques to minimize the cost function which is the sum of squares of

cross-correlations at various lags. The cost function is expressed in terms of the

unmixing filters and the sensor correlations. Post-processing of separated signals

ensured good quality of audio signals. A Gauss-Newton algorithm was imple-

mented for separating non-Gaussian signals by minimizing a cost function that

is the sum of squares of third order cross-cumulants in [69]. The separation of

multi-channel Moving Average (MA) processes driven by mutually independent

i.i.d. input signals was examined in using HOS. The MA(q) process was defined
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as [42]:

y(t) =

q
∑

k=0

H(k)w(t− k) + v(t) (2.44)

where y is a mixed signal vector, H is vector of full rank matrices, w is station-

ary and zero-mean non-Gaussian source vector independent of v. They propose

a global convergence algorithm that identifies MA coefficients by using singular

value decomposition (SVD) and eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) on the third or-

der cumulant matrices.

2.3.3 Frequency domain methods

The problem of convolutive mixtures are difficult to solve in time-domain if the

filters are very long, as in the case of speech separation. So most of the approaches

take the Fourier transform of the signals with large number of frequency bins so

that linear convolution is approximated by a product for each bin in the frequency

domain. Many methods have been proposed to solve the convolutional ICA prob-

lem [16,72,77,81-85]. Smaragdis was the first to suggest a method for separating

convolutive mixtures in frequency domain [70]. The proposed algorithm translates

convolutive mixtures to linear mixtures in frequency domain and uses information

theoretic principles to affect separation. Permutation disparities results in poor

separation in dense mixing conditions. [71] proposed a multiple decorrelation ap-

proach for separating convolutive speech mixtures, utilizing only a second order

statistics. The nonstationary nature of speech signals was exploited and they

observed that only one correct set of unmixing filters can exist that decorrelate

the sources across multiple time-lags. Permutation problem is solved by imposing

a constraint on the separating filter size. Similar approaches based on multiple

decorrelation in the frequency domain have been suggested in [16, 72, 73]. A time-

frequency source modeling technique was proposed in [74] for solving scaling and

permutation ambiguity. A frequency independent parameter imposes frequency

coupling between neighboring bins, while source permutations are solved by per-

forming a likelihood ratio test after each update. But all these methods tend to

suffer from inherent scaling and permutation indeterminacies. Scaling problems
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arise due to the variant scaling among the different frequency bands, resulting in

the spectral deformation of the original sounds during the recovery process. Am-

biguities due to misaligned permutations make a time domain reconstruction of

the unmixed signals difficult.

Approaches based on multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD) were also proposed

for the problem of convolutive BSS. MBD may be realized as an extension of single

channel blind deconvolution , where single filter polynomial characterizing the un-

known mixing system is replaced by a matrix of filter polynomials. Alternatively

MBD can be viewed as an extension of BSS for instantaneous mixtures, where the

mixing system is modeled using FIR filter in a network structure. [66] proposed a

feedback network architecture with FIR filters to separate delayed and convolutive

mixtures . The adaptation rule is based on the information maximization princi-

ple, which was first adopted by Bell and Sejnowski [60] for instantaneous mixtures.

The proposed method works under the unrealistic assumption that mixing matrix

always consists of minimum phase filters.

In [64, 65, 75] natural gradient algorithm is combined with FIR polynomial alge-

bra of [76] and unmixing filters are updated in frequency domain, while separation

criteria is implemented in the time domain. [77] showed improvement in conver-

gence by adding time-delayed decorrelation algorithm as a preprocessing step. For

a temporally correlated signals like speech these approaches exhibit side effects of

whitening which arises due to unknown scalings in the recovered sources being

translated into unknown linear filtering operations. This is a particularly realized

as the effect of flattening of the signal power spectrum, causing energy at higher

frequency to increase at the expense of energy in the lower frequency bands, gen-

erating artificially sounding and audibly meaning less estimates of the impaired

quality.

2.3.4 Based on sparseness of the sources

Most popular approaches for source separation in underdetermined situations uses

the sparse distribution of the sources. The solution involves representation of the
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sources in the sparse domain, estimation of the mixing matrix and estimation of

the sources using the mixing matrix. Bofill in [14, 18] proposed method based on

the sparseness of sources in frequency domain using the shortest path separation

procedure that yields the most sparse estimate of the sources from two mixtures.

It involved minimizing objective function derived using a maximum a posteri-

ori log-probability analysis assuming AWGN and a mixing matrix with uniform

distribution. The objective function was given by

min
s

1

2σ2
‖As− x‖2 +

∑

jt

|st
j| t = 1, 2, . . . , T, (2.45)

where σ2 is the variance of noise. The first term is the sum squared reconstruction

error (the log-likelihood of the Gaussian noise), and the second term is the penalty

for non-sparsity (assuming independent Laplacian sources). Given the mixing

matrix, and in the absence of noise the objective function can be formulated as a

linear programming problem for each t. The approach to BSS consists of finding

the solution which in this case is minimizing the l1 norm as given in 2.45. The

optimal representation of the data point xt =
∑

j ajst
j that minimizes

∑

j |sj| is

the solution of the corresponding linear programming problem. Minimizing the

objective function is equivalent to finding the shortest path to xt over all feasible

solutions. The shortest path is obtained by choosing the basis vectors ab and aa

which enclose xt. The components of the sources are then obtained as [18]

st
r = Wrx

t, st
j = 0 for j 6= b, a (2.46)

where Wr = A−1
r . The reduced matrix Wr is to be computed only once for

all t for all data points between any two pairs of basis vectors. A more realistic

formulation considering the differential delays and relative attenuations using the

sparseness in frequency domain was proposed in [20]. Assuming no reverberation,

the model in frequency domain was given by [20]

Xk = ZkSk (2.47)

where, for each frequency bin k, the sensor data point Xk is a column vector, the

source vector Sk has n unknown components, and the m× n mixing matrix Zk is
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[20]

Zk = [βile
−j2πlτil

k ]

= Be
−j2πlT

k (2.48)

where B = [βil] is the unknown attenuation matrix and T = [τil] is the unknown

delay matrix [20]. The matrix of relative attenuations was inferred by angular

clustering of the magnitude of the input, yielding a coarse partition of the data

into their nearest sources. Then for each partition, a differential delay was inferred

by shifting sensor channels and scattering the real and imaginary components until

the cluster reappeared. Using attenuation and delays, the sources were inferred

at each frequency bin by assuming that the magnitude of the spectral coefficients

is Laplacian distributed. Making assumptions of statistical independence of the

sources, uniform distribution of the phases, and equal variances of the magnitudes,

the problem of separation is solved using a MAP approach. For a particular k the

posterior probability of the sources given the data is maximized as [20]

max
s

P (Sk|Xk) ∝ max P (Xk|Sk)P (Sk) (2.49)

For zero noise, Xk = ZkSk, P (XkSk) = 1, and from assumption of the sources

P (Sk
l ) ∝ e−µMag(Sk

l ) the log-likelihood reduces to

min
s

∑

l

Mag(Sk
l ) subject to Xk = ZkSk (2.50)

This problem is a particular instance of second-order cone programming. Using

parameterization of the mixing matrix in spheric coordinates, [22] proposed a

method of separation involving estimation of the angle and amplitude of each

column of the mixing matrix. They assumed that the sources are highly sparse

i.e., only one source is active at a time so that the distribution of the sources can

be modeled by a bivariate Gaussian. The log-likelihood function in terms of the

angle and norm is given by [22]

ln fY (y) = −
Nk

2
ln(||h(k)||2σ2

s+σ2
w)+

σ2
s ||h(k)||2

2σ2
w||h(k)||2σ2

s + σ2
w

∑

n=1

Nk(y1[n]cos(θk)+y2[n]sin(θk))
2,

(2.51)
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where σs and σw are the variances of signal and noise respectively. The ML

estimates of the angle and norm of each column is estimated from the above for-

mulation. A method based on the time-frequency masking was proposed in [23].

Binary time-frequency masks are used for demixing based on the condition of W-

disjoint orthogonality where in the time-frequency representation of the sources

don’t overlap (Gabor expansion in this case). A power weighted two dimensional

histogram is constructed from the ratio of the time-frequency representations of

the mixtures. This histogram was shown to have one peak for each source lo-

cation corresponding to relative attenuation and delay mixing parameters. This

histogram is used to create time-frequency masks that partition one of the mix-

tures into the original sources. A sparseness-mixing matrix estimation (SMME)

method for solving BSS for convolutive mixtures was proposed in [24]. A prelim-

inary separation is performed using geometrical approach detective regions where

only one source is active. The one source is removed from the observations and the

residual signals are separated using the inverse of the estimated mixing matrix.

A method of demixing using exclusive activity period (EAP) which is based on

the fact that only one source is active at a given time is proposed in [26]. This

uses knowledge of the speech signal in that conversational speech is characterized

by prolonged pauses from individual speakers. EAPs are determined using pitch,

spectral autocorrelation and harmonic-to-signal ratio and during EAPs the ob-

served signals are scalar multiples of the active source signal sq. The objective

function used is [26]

minimize
q

Cq =
∑

i=1

M ||ŝq
i − ~sq||2 subject to ||s̄q||2 (2.52)

where s̄q is the average of sj s [26]. To minimize the cost function the solution

involves finding the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue. The transpose of the

solution wq establishes the q’s row of the demixing matrix. The method requires

that at least one EAP from every source is required to obtain a full estimate of

W .
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2.3.5 Miscellaneous approaches

ICA based separation was proposed by minimizing mutual information or maxi-

mizing Kullback-Leibler divergence [78], Infomax algorithm by [60] or using max-

imum likelihood estimation in [71]. Separation using approximate diagonalization

of a cumulant tensor of the mixtures was proposed in [79]. Finding the directions

of the most non-Gaussian components, using kurtosis or negentropy as measure

was proposed in [52, 80].

An approach for separating two speakers voices simultaneously recorded on a sin-

gle channel was proposed in [81]. The algorithm was based on variable frame

orthogonal transform and pitch estimation followed by spectral matching. The

autocorrelation function was used for the estimation of the pitch and worked well

when the pitch of competing speakers was non overlapping or distant. Cochannel

speaker separation using harmonic enhancement was proposed in [82]. A ML pitch

detector was used for pitch estimation and algorithm depends on the difference in

pitch values. Multichannel source separation by beamforming trained with facto-

rial HMMs which utilizes the knowledge of prior probability distributions of the

signals from the speakers was proposed in [83]. Log spectra of the signals from

different speakers was modeled using factorial HMMs (a prior distribution). the

actual signal separation was done in time domain, using the filter-and-sum method.

A new BSS technique that exploits prior knowledge of speech production mecha-

nism was proposed in [15]. Joint modeling of of auto regressive structure using LP

analysis (short term correlations) and fundamental frequency (long term correla-

tions) was proposed. Gradient ascent/descent adaptation was used to separate

signals based on assumption that a single speaker has more temporal correlation

than any linear combination of mixed speakers. Te-Won Lee proposed a method

for learning overcomplete representation from the observed speech signals in [77].

The sources were assumed to be mutually independent and each source was as-

sumed to have a sparse distribution. The number of sources were chosen more

than the number of sensors. Individual sensors were inferred from the learnt basis

vectors using gradient ascent on the log posterior distribution. The probabilistic

frame allowed work allowed flexible modeling. Another approach based on the
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generative probabilistic model that uses time-delay of arrival (TDOA) informa-

tion with prior knowledge about the speakers was proposed in [84]. A variational

inference algorithm was used to produce an optimal estimate of the underlying

speech source for overcomplete case. A unified method for blind source separation

of sparse sources without assuming the source number was proposed in [14]. The

method proposed estimation of the source number and mixing matrix via auto

clustering and recovers the sources by using least squares error method for non

underdetermined case and extended shortest path algorithm for the underdeter-

mined system. The method uses the unsupervised robust C prototype (URCP)

algorithm. Similar approaches for overcomplete or underdetermined case were

proposed in [28,50,52,53,94-96]. Table 2.3 gives the summary of the approaches

used for source separation.

Table 2.3: Summary of the approaches for separating sources from the mixed
signals.

• Approaches based on auditory scene analysis are motivated by auditory neurobiology
and uses a single mixture. Separation is achieved in two stages. In the first stage,
the acoustic mixture is decomposed into sensory elements (“Segments”). In the
second stage, the segments that are likely to have originated from the same sound
source are combined (“Grouping“).

• Blind source separation methods rely on the statistical independence of the sources
and uses information theoretic methods to achieve separation using constraints of
nonGaussianity and mutual information. The approaches may be classified based on
the nature of mixing, on the order of statistics used, and on the domain of separa-
tion. They use natural learning methods to solve multivariate objective functions to
minimize cost function defined using the above constraints or probabilistic methods
to estimate the independent sources based on MAP or ML approach.

• Approaches based on sparseness of sources uses disjoint representation in the sparse
domain and achieving separation using learning methods or probabilistic methods.
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2.4 Approaches for automatic speech recogni-

tion (ASR) and speaker recognition in a mul-

tispeaker environment

Speech is the most natural media for multimodal communication. It is less utilized

as an input media as compared to characters or images due to lack of automatic ap-

proach to recognize speech in a noisy environment. A number of commercial speech

recognition systems with various vocabulary size are currently available. The per-

formance of these systems degrades substantially, especially when the background

noise is speech. One possible solution to this problem of interfering speech is to

use front-end preprocessing for ASR. In the next section the approaches using

speech enhancement as a front-end for ASR is discussed.

2.4.1 Speech enhancement as a front-end for ASR

Several methods have been proposed for noise robust speech recognition task in

[39,40,97-99]. Blind separation of convolutive mixtures using second order statis-

tics was shown to improve the performance of ASR in a noisy environment [85].

The source separation problem was looked as an eigenvalue problem under the

assumption that there are only two speakers without noise. The mixing coeffi-

cients were determined in a first order approximation in Fourier transform do-

main by solving the eigenvalue problem. The effect of noise is considered in the

next step where a cost function whose minima in coefficient space correspond to

the decorrelated output. The minima were determined by Monte Carlo proce-

dure. Separation of sources was shown to improve error rate of ASR from 52%

to 8%. The proposed method used radio as background noise and claimed to re-

quire very small size speech data (30000 samples at 8 kHz). Speech segregation

by CASA based method was suggested as a preprocessing step for improving the

performance of ASR [34]. Segregation was modelled as extracting harmonic frag-

ments, groping these harmonic fragments, and substituting non-harmonic residue

for non-harmonic parts of a group. The degradation of recognition performance

due to spectral distortion of segregated sounds caused by the transfer function of

the binaural input was addressed by retraining the parameters of HMM with the
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trainig data binauralized for four directions [34]. The performance was illustrated

using utterances of isolated word by two women. Another method based on CASA

based speech separation for robust speech recognition was proposed by [86]. The

mixed speech signal was preprocessed based on auditory peripheral model. Pitch

tracking was used to find the target speaker. The time-frequency (TF) units were

merged into segments, and streams in CASA. The regrouping strategy was em-

ployed to refine amplitude modulation (AM) cues which were organized by speech

recognition techniques into corresponding speakers. Cluster based feature recon-

struction was used to compensate for missing data. The method perfromed well

for speech with low target to mask ratio (< 6dB). A enhancement scheme integrat-

ing spatial and temporal signal processing methods for robust speech recognition

in noisy environment was proposed by [87]. Separation of spatially localized point

sources from noisy speech signals recorded by a pair of microphones was done

using blind sources separation (BSS) methods. Then the distributed background

noise was denoised using both BSS method and wavelet filter based methods. The

improvement in the performance of ASR was illustrated on real recordings in mov-

ing car environment. In the next section, the approaches for preforming speaker

recognition in a multispeaker environment is reviewed.

2.4.2 Speaker recognition in a multispeaker environment

Speaker recognition, one of the natural biometric arises lot of research interest for

its simple, non-intrusive characteristics. Speaker Recognition involves recognizing

a person from his/her voice in the form of speech by a machine. Speech provides

a convenient and natural form of input, conveys a significant amount of speaker

dependent information, and it is inexpensive to collect and analyze. Therefore it

has become a key biometric in forensic, mobile services and banking applications,

especially in distant authentication. Speaker recognition studies so far have fo-

cused on identification with intrasession and intersession variability [88]. Most of

the speaker recognition studies address the issue of mismatched channel during

training and testing phases by providing channel compensation [89]. But the focus

of most of the approaches is on using high quality speech data. In real applications
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various human and environmental factors contribute to recognition errors namely.,

channel mismatch, emotional state and noise effects. and noise effects. Speaker

recognition involves extraction of the speaker-specific information from the speech

signal. The uniqueness of the speaker-specific information may be attributed to

several factors such as the shape and size of the vocal tract, dynamics of artic-

ulators, rate of vibration of the vocal folds, accent imposed by the speaker and

speaking rate. All these factors are reflected in speech signal and hence are useful

for speaker recognition. The variation in the size and shape of the vocal tract

from one speaker to another speaker is reflected as the differences in the resonance

frequencies, antiresonances and spectral roll-off characteristics of the short-time

spectrum envelope of the speech signal. Most of the present day system use the

spectral information for speaker recognition [104-109]. Speaker specific features

are also shown to be present in the characteristics of the excitation source. The

Linear Prediction (LP) residual obtained from LP analysis after suppressing the

vocal tract characteristics contains mostly information about the excitation source

[90]. Pitch information from LP residual have been used for recognition studies

[91]. Wakita has used LP residual energy for speaker recognition [92]. The use of

speaker-specific information in the LP residual and its phase for speaker recogni-

tion has been demonstrated in [88, 93, 94]. A combination of LP residual energy

with Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients (LPCCs) was shown to improve the

recognition performance in [95]. Combination of LPCC and LP residual cepstrum

was shown to reduce the error rate in recognition in [96]. For capturing speaker-

specific information from the suprasegmental characteristics of the speech signal

(idiolect (word usage), variation in pitch, duration of words, speaking rate, style,

loudness, phonetics etc.) a large amount of data is required [88]. Speaker recogni-

tion in multichannel environment has been proposed in [97]. Speech data recorded

through mobile phone, PDA, telephone and microphone simultaneously is used for

recognition. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients are used with Gaussian Mixture

Models (GMM) to perform identification on a 250 speaker data.
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2.5 Motivation for research work in this thesis

Most of the approaches are theoretical, and use synthetic data to demonstrate the

effectiveness of their algorithms. It is important to note that most of the stud-

ies on estimating the number of sources use signals artificially mixed according

to the model in Eqn.(2.1). Practical signals such as mixed speech signals from

a number of speakers speaking simultaneously have much more variability due

to noise and reverberation, besides delay and decay of the direct sound arriving

at the microphones. The estimation based on the eigenvalue distribution of the

spatial correlation matrix calculated from the multichannel input is difficult to

employ in reverberant sound fields like ordinary rooms or offices. The methods

using information theoretic criteria makes assumption of spatially white noise. For

applying these methods to spatially colored background noise, pre-whitening is re-

quired. For pre-whitening, the background noise must be independently observed.

This is not possible in reverberant fields as the reverberant field itself is a part of

background noise and cannot be separated from direct sound. Another method

is to threshold eigenvalue based on noise level but this is difficult as noise level

and hence noise eigenvalues are time-variant. Further the clustering approaches

requires sources to be sparse and this constraint cannot be satisfied in a normal

speech signal. Most of the approaches are theoretical in the sense that the ef-

ficiency of algorithms are demonstrated using computer simulations with focus

on the consistency of the algorithm and on the signals mixed artificially. Use of

signal-specific knowledge is lacking in the approaches discussed.

The BSS problems are addressed by formulating the problem as separation of lin-

early mixed signals from different sources, assuming no delay and no noise or other

degradations. The delays and relative attenuations even when considered are used

for formulation of the problem and the results are illustrated using artificial mix-

ing. The relation between delays and relative attenuation are not considered with

reference to elements of the mixing matrix. Most of the methods also rely on the

independence of the signals and nongaussianity of the distribution of the samples

of each source signal. Also most of the methods attempt to derive the demixing

matrix by minimizing an objective criteria for statistical independence of non-
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gaussian data from different sources. The existing approaches for speech source

segregation don’t make use of the contextual or a priori information or knowledge

of the signal characteristics. Though a number of BSS approaches exploit the

temporal structure of the speech signal [16,58,110-112], they were able to perform

under restricted environments and with artificially mixed signals. Most of the BSS

methods requires the constraints of statistical independence and nongaussianity.

For real world signals like speech it is very difficult to satisfy this fundamental

requirement of statistical independence because of inherent temporal correlation

and quasi stationary nature of speech [15]. Further, most of the approaches don’t

consider the effect of time-delays due to spatial separation of the source relative

to sensors. They assume that the mixing matrix is arbitrary and don’t consider

the effect of reverberant sound fields. ICA based approaches imposes stringent re-

quirements on the statistical and mixing properties of the signals which is difficult

to meet in realistic situations. Further BSS techniques attempt to segregate every

source signal from a mixture. This may not be possible as there are limits on the

ability of the human listeners to separate simultaneous events [98]. In cocktail

party situations, human beings are unable to distinguish every conversation but

they have a remarkable ability to attend selectively to the voice of the desired

speaker.

The methods proposed in the literature for ASR in multispeaker environemnt per-

form well in the presence of one interfering speaker and in controlled environments.

In most of the approaches proposed for robust speaker recognition, the emphasis

is on addressing the issues of channel variation, intra-speaker and inter-speaker

variability. Not more than one competing speaker at a time is considered even in

NIST speaker recognition tasks.

2.6 Summary

This chapter provided a brief review of the approaches proposed for addressing

issues in multispeaker speech signal processing. The statistical and information

theoretic approaches used for determining the number of sources from a multi-

channel time-series data were reviewed. The statistical approaches for deriving
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mixing matrix from the mixed signals were reviewed. A review of approaches

used for separating the individual sources from the mixed signals was provided.

Summary of the approaches for source number detection is given in Table 2.1.

Table 2.2 gives the summary of approaches used for deriving mixing matrix. The

summary of approaches used for separating sources from the mixtures is given in

Table 2.3. A method for determining the number of sources from multispeaker

speech signals is described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

DETERMINATION OF NUMBER OF SPEAKERS

FROM MIXED SPEECH SIGNALS

One of the important problems in signal processing is to estimate the number of

sources from a multisensor data. In the case of multispeaker data, the problem

is to determine the number of speakers, and then localize and track the speakers

from the mixed signal. Solutions to these problems are needed, especially for

signals collected in a practical environment, such as a room with background

noise and reverberation. In this chapter we address the issue of determining the

number of speakers from a mixed speech signal collected in a realistic environment.

This chapter is organized as follows: Representation of a multispeaker speech

signal using the excitation characteristics of the speech production mechanism is

described in Section 3.1. Importance of time-delay in determining the number of

sources is discussed in Section 3.2. Preprocessing of the Hilbert envelopes derived

from the mixed speech signals to extract impulse-like signals is also described in

this section. The estimation of time-delays associated with the individual speakers

is described in Section 3.3. The effect of sampling rate on the delay estimation

is also discussed in this section. In Section 3.4 the results of experiments carried

out on different signal sets are presented. Section 3.5 gives summary of the issues

discussed in this chapter.

3.1 Representation of mixed speech signal

A mixed speech signal collected in a realistic multispeaker environment consists

of the following components:

• direct component of speech produced by individual speakers

• delayed component of speech due to spatial separation

• delayed and decaying component of speech due to reflections

• background noise



When more than one microphone is used, the direct component of speech due

to a speaker would have undergone different time-delays and attenuation before

reaching each of the microphones distributed spatially. Also, the reverberant com-

ponent and the noise components do not add coherently at each microphone. For

processing such mixed speech signals, there is a need to have a representation

which has ability to discriminate sources, robust to degrading effects of noise, and

has little effect on the quality of degraded speech.

Normally, speech signals are processed using short-time spectral analysis. The

spectral features, gross characteristics of the excitation, namely, voiced and un-

voiced speech, and F0 (the average pitch frequency) in the speech segment are

used as representative features. The spectral features perform well in situations

where there is a single path from the sound source to the microphone. As speech

signals are collected at a distance, the degradation in the spectral characteristics

is significant due to reverberation and also difficult to compensate at different mi-

crophones. Further, it is difficult to extract speaker specific features from spectral

representation of a mixed speech signal. The proposed approach is based on the

characteristics of excitation source in speech production, and also on the charac-

teristics of degradation at different microphone locations. The excitation of the

vocal tract system during speech production takes place by one or more of the

following three broad categories: (1) Voiced excitation: Vibration of vocal folds at

the glottis, (2) Fricative excitation: Turbulence of air at a constriction created in

the vocal tract system, and (3) Plosive excitation: Abrupt release of the pressure

built up behind a closure in the vocal tract system. All these modes, especially

the voiced and plosive, have significant excitation in a short interval of time. In

voiced excitation, significant excitations are imparted to the system around the

instants of glottal closure referred to as the glottal closure instants (GCIs) [99]. In

plosive excitation, the significant excitation is generated at the instant of release

of the short burst. It is these strong excitations of the vocal tract system that

enables us to perceive speech even at a distance (2-5 m) from the speaker. In

contrast, it is difficult to perceive the message in the speech at similar distances,

if the speech is produced in a whispered mode, which does not contain any in-

stants of strong (significant) excitation. In a mixed speech signal, the instants of
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significant excitation of individual speakers are preserved if the direct components

of speech signals produced by individual speakers are strong relative to the effect

of noise and reverberation. In this thesis, we use the sequences of the instants of

excitation as a representation of a mixed speech signal.

3.1.1 Deriving instants of significant excitation from the

speech signal

Speech signal is represented using a source-system model as the output of exciting

a time-varying vocal tract system by a time-varying excitation. The changes oc-

curring in the vocal tract system, excitation source or both, during the production

of speech are reflected in the acoustic waveform. Different segments of a speech

signal can be broadly categorized into voiced speech, unvoiced speech and silence.

For analysis, we consider the voiced speech which constitutes most of the speech

signal. Voiced speech is produced by the periodic excitation of the vocal tract

due to vibrations of the vocal folds at the glottis. The source of excitation for

voiced speech is sequence of glottal volume velocity pulses shown in Figure 3.1

(a) [100]. The typical voiced speech signal waveform synchronized with glottal

flow is shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The glottal waveform shows a gradual build-up

to a quasi-periodic pulse train of air. Though the instants of significant excita-

tion of the vocal tract during voiced speech is a sequence of glottal pulses, they

can be considered, to a first approximation, to be at discrete instants of time

called epochs [99]. Around these instants, the excitation is impulse-like and the

strengths of these impulses depend on the rate of glottal closure. Thus, there

will be a quasi-periodic sequence of impulse-like excitation during the production

of voiced speech. The strength of excitation is large around the GCI, and hence

the corresponding speech signal in these regions is also of a high SNR relative to

the other regions. In a speech signal, the response of the vocal tract system is

convolved on the sequence of the glottal excitation pulses. The response of the

vocal tract system depends on the shape the vocal tract takes to produce a given

sound. The resonance characteristics of the vocal tract system appear as damped

sinusoid-like waveforms within each glottal cycle. Since the waveform is affected
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Figure 3.1: Nature of excitation of voiced speech:(a) glottal volume
velocity (cc/sec) and (b) speech waveform (relative sound pressure).
CP means Closed phase and OP means open phase.

by transmission medium, noise and response of the room, the received speech sig-

nal contains information about the vocal tract system corrupted by different types

of degradations at different microphones.

The instants of significant excitation in a voiced segment are unique and their

locations do not vary with the transfer characteristics of the medium and the mi-

crophones. Further, the relative temporal locations of the instants are shown to

remain same even in the presence of noise and reverberation [99]. The identifi-

cation of instants from the speech signal is difficult due to the presence of noise

and reverberation component in the speech signal [101]. Since these excitation

impulses are independent of the vocal tract system, analysis of speech to remove

the effect of resonances of the vocal tract can emphasize the information about

these impulses. Linear Prediction (LP) analysis is used to remove the effect of

resonances of the vocal tract system. In LP analysis, the inter-relationship among

successive samples is estimated, and then removed from the speech signal to ob-

tain the residual signal. The LP residual represents the significant characteristics

of the excitation source of the speech production [90]. In the LP analysis, each

sample is predicted as a linear combination of the past p samples, where p is the
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order of prediction. The predicted sample ŝ(n) at the nth instant is given by

ŝ[n] = −

p
∑

k=1

aks[n − k], (3.1)

where ak are the linear prediction coefficients (LPCs). The LP residual is the error

between a speech signal and its predicted version given by

e[n] = s[n] − ŝ[n] (3.2)

= s[n] +

p
∑

k=1

aks[n − k] (3.3)

The LPCs are obtained as a result of minimizing the mean squared error, which

results in solving a set of normal equations given by

p
∑

k=1

akR[n − k] = −R[n], n = 1, . . . p (3.4)

where R[m] =
∑

n s[n]s[n − m] is the autocorrelation function. The LPCs cap-

ture the information about the vocal tract system. The information about the

excitation source can be obtained from the speech signal by using an inverse filter

A(z) = 1 +

p
∑

k=1

akz
−k (3.5)

and passing the speech signal through it. The LP residual obtained from a 12th

order LP analysis on a speech signal for a 20 ms frame size and a 5 ms frame

shift between successive frames is shown in Figure 3.2(b). The LP residual has a

large error around the onset of bursts and around the instants of glottal closure.

Locating epochs directly from the LP residual signal is not recommended for the

following reasons:

LP analysis assumes an all-pole model for representing the combined effect of

impulse response of the vocal tract system and the glottal pulse shape. The

all-pole model implicitly assumes a minimum phase characteristic for the speech

signal. If this is not valid then the phase response of the vocal tract system is not

compensated exactly by the digital inverse filter. Effect of uncompensated phase

on LP residual is not known. Further, the inverse filter does not compensate

for zeros which may be introduced due to the finite duration of a glottal pulse

or the nasal coupling. These factors cause multiple peaks of either polarity to
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occur around the epochs in the LP residual [102] as shown in Figure 3.2(b). This

also depends on the size, shape and positioning of the analysis window and also

on the order of linear prediction. The ambiguity in polarity of the residual can

be overcome using the Hilbert envelope of LP residual [99, 103]. The Hilbert
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Figure 3.2: (a) A segment of speech signal and (b) its LP residual.

envelope is computed as the envelope of the analytic signal corresponding to LP

residual [90, 99]. The analytic signal helps in obtaining the values of amplitude

unambiguously. The analytic signal x[n] (in discrete time case) corresponding to

the real signal e[n] is given by

x[n] = e[n] + jeh[n], (3.6)

where eh[n] is the Hilbert transform of e[n] and it is obtained as follows: Let

E(ω) = Er(ω) + jEi(ω) be the Fourier transform of e[n], where Er(ω) and Ei(ω)

are the real and imaginary parts of E(ω), respectively. The Fourier transform of

the imaginary part of the analytic signal x[n] is given by

Eh(ω) = H(ω)E(ω), (3.7)

where H(ω) is the Hilbert transformer, and is given by

H(ω) = j, −π < ω ≤ 0 (3.8)

= −j, 0 ≤ ω < π. (3.9)
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The Fourier inverse of Eh(ω) gives eh[n]. Thus one can derive the analytic signal

corresponding to a given real signal e(n) using Eqn.(3.6). An approximation to the

Hilbert transformer in discrete frequency is implemented as follows: Let E[k] =

Er[k] + jEi[k], 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, be the N-point DFT of the real sequence e[n].

The discrete Hilbert transform of E[k] is given by

Eh[k] = −jE[k], k = 0, 1, . . . , (N/2 − 1), (3.10)

= jE[k], k = N/2, (N/2 + 1), . . . , (N − 1). (3.11)

The N-point inverse DFT of Eh[k] gives an approximation to eh[n]. The magnitude

of the complex analytic signal in Eqn.(3.6) is called the envelope of the signal

[99, 103]. This magnitude function is referred to as the Hilbert envelope (HE) of

the real signal e[n]. The Hilbert envelope h[n] is given by

h[n] =
√

e2[n] + e2
h[n]. (3.12)

Figure 3.3 shows a segment of voiced speech, its LP residual, Hilbert transform of
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Figure 3.3: (a) Speech signal waveform of a voiced segment, (b) LP
residual of the segment, (c) Hilbert transform of the residual, and (d)
Hilbert envelope of the residual.

the LP residual and the Hilbert envelope. The speech signal is sampled at 8 kHz,

and the LP residual is derived using a 12th order LP analysis. It can be seen that
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large errors in the LP residual occur during the closing phase of the glottal vibra-

tion, and this region also corresponds to the maximum rate of change of the glottal

flow. The properties of the Hilbert envelope function for different cases of glottal

pulse shape are discussed in [99]. In particular, a peak in the Hilbert envelope

occurs near the glottal closure instants(GCI), and its strength depends on the rate

of glottal closure. In voiced speech, due to abrupt closing of the vocal folds, the

closing phase of the glottal vibration corresponds to the region where significant

excitation of the vocal tract takes place. In these regions the LP residual has large

amplitudes. Hence, the Hilbert envelope gives a high value when the amplitude

swings of the LP residual are large. Since the Hilbert envelope of a signal is a

positive quantity, the peaks in the Hilbert envelope can be located easily, unlike in

the case of the LP residual. It is seen that the peaks in the Hilbert envelope near

the GCIs are much sharper, as shown in Figure 3.3(d), compared to the peaks in

the LP residual (Figure 3.3(b)). But the Hilbert envelope has several other peaks

also, besides the peaks due to direct component. However these spurious peaks

occur at random instants at the two microphones, and they are caused by noise

and reverberation. Because of the randomness in the occurrence of these spurious

peaks, they can be easily suppressed during processing. The following character-

istics of the Hilbert envelope helps in representation of excitation characteristics

of a speaker in a multispeaker speech signal.

• The point property of Hilbert envelope due to an impulse, in the sense
that peak in the HE is decided by the samples around the instant under
consideration. Therefore the peaks in the HE of the LP residual occur at
the same relative instants due to direct speech at all microphone locations,
whereas the peaks in the Hilbert envelope due to noise and reverberation may
occur at random instants at different microphone locations. This ensures
visibility of epochs of all the speakers along the time scale.

• The HE of LP residual is robust to channel variations as well as effects of
noise and reverberation as the locations of instants of significant excitation
of a speaker remains unchanged at different microphones except for the delay
due to spatial separation of the microphones. The peaks in the HE due to
noise and reverberation do not exhibit this coherence property and appear
at different locations at different microphones. This coherence property can
be made use of in minimizing the effects of noise and reverberation as shown
in Figure 3.4. The HEs of two microphone signals are shown in Figure 3.4(a)
and (b). The HE after compensating for time-delay and coherent addition
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shown in Figure 3.4(c) illustrates the robustness of excitation features. The
HE obtained after addition of HEs without compensating for the time-delay
is shown in Figure 3.4(d). This shows the presence of spurious peaks which
may be due to excitation instants of the speakers or due to noise and rever-
beration.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Hilbert envelope of LP residual of a segment of Micro-

phone-1 signal, (b) Hilbert envelope of LP residual of a segment of Mi-

crophone-2 signal, (c) Hilbert envelope obtained by coherent addition of
HEs in (a) and (b), and (d) Hilbert envelope obtained by incoherent

addition of HEs in (a) and (b).

In this thesis we use the Hilbert envelopes derived from the LP residuals of the

microphone signals for representing the mixed speech signal.

3.2 Importance of time-delay information

Spatial diversity and the coherence of the excitation source characteristics is used

to determine the number of speakers. The spatial separation of microphones re-

sults in time-delay in the arrival of speech signals from a given speaker. The

differences in time-delays are exploited to determine the number of speakers from

the mixed multispeaker speech signals at the two microphones. Also, the property

of excitation source that for a given speaker, the relative spacings of the instants

of significant excitation of the vocal tract system during speech production remain
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unchanged in the direct components of the speech signals at different microphones

is used. These instants of significant excitation do exist in normal speech pro-

duction, especially during the production of voiced speech. The time-delays can

be estimated from the cross-correlation of the HEs of LP residuals of the mixed

signals collected at the two microphones. By exploiting the time-delay informa-

tion from the excitation characteristics, it is possible to determine the number of

speakers, even when the number of speakers (sources) is more than the number

of microphones (sensors). The time-delay t(x) associated with a source located at

the position x at a pair of sensors located at position vectors m1 and m2 is given

by

t(x) =
|x − m1| − |x − m2|

c
(3.13)

where c is the speed of sound in air. Computation of t(x) requires the knowledge of

the position vectors of the sensors and sources. But one can also estimate the time-

delay accurately using cross-correlation of the received mixed signals [104]. The

positions of the dominant peaks in the cross-correlation function of the microphone

signals give the time-delays due to all sources at the pair of microphones. However,

the presence of the background noise and reverberation, and also the relative

sound levels of the direct speech of different speakers, affect the estimation of the

time-delays from the cross-correlation function. To reduce the effect of noise and

reverberation, we derive a signal with a high Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) before

computing the cross-correlation.

3.2.1 Preprocessing of Hilbert envelopes

Preprocessing of mixed speech signals collected by a pair of microphones is per-

formed to emphasize the high SNR regions in the speech signal. The HEs of the

LP residuals of the two microphone signals are shown in Figure 3.5 for the case of

three speakers. The speech signals in this case were collected from three speakers

speaking simultaneously in a room with an average reverberation of 0.5s. The

microphones are spaced at 0.6m apart and the mouths of the speakers are in the

same horizontal plane as the microphones as shown in Figure 3.6. A 12th order

LP analysis is performed on the speech signal sampled at 8 kHz. The HEs clearly
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Figure 3.5: (a) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual derived from
Microphone-1 signal and (b) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual
derived from Microphone-2 signal for the case of three speakers.

Figure 3.6: Experimental setup used for collecting multispeaker
speech data used in the determination of the number of speakers.

shows the peaks corresponding to the strength of excitation. Even in the Fig-

ure 3.5(b) where the SNR is lower and also the reverberation is high compared

to Figure 3.5(a), the peaks can be clearly seen in the HE of the LP residual.

In this case, one speaker is dominating, and hence the excitation impulses due

to only that speaker are prominent. The cross-correlation of the HEs of the LP

residuals derived from the two microphone signals is used estimate the time-delays

[105]. These time-delays are used to infer the number of speakers present in the

multispeaker signals. The estimation of time-delay is reliable when the SNR of

the signals used in the cross-correlation is high. Further, as correlation involves
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cumulative sum of products, there are large number of small values in the HEs

which may result in spurious peaks in cross-correlation. As the number of speak-

ers is determined using the cross-correlation of epoch sequences, it is required to

preprocess the signals before estimating time-delays.

3.2.2 Emphasizing the peaks in the HE

The effect of small peaks in the HE is reduced by considering a small interval

of 2 ms around each epoch, smoothing it and dividing the square of HE by the

smoothed HE. The motivation here is that a region of 2ms around the instants of

significant excitation represent regions of high SNR in the speech signal. Squaring

of the HE sample values bring down the dynamic range considerably, where as

dividing the square of HE sample values by the running mean ensures proper

emphasis on the instants suppressing the spurious peaks in the HE. The HE is

processed to emphasize the instants of significant excitation as follows:

gi[n] =
h2

i [n]
1

2M+1

∑n+M
m=n−M hi[m]

, i = 1, 2 (3.14)

where h1[n] and h2[n] are the HEs derived from the multispeaker speech signals.

M = 16 samples at 8kHz for M was found to give the best performance experimen-

tally. The effect of reducing the effect of the spurious peaks in the HEs can be seen

in Figure 3.7(c) and Figure 3.7(d) for the HEs in Figure 3.7(a) and Figure 3.7(b).

The modified HEs are further processed as follows:

mi[n] = gi[n] − min(g1[n], g2[n]), i = 1, 2 (3.15)

This is done to avoid any correlation that may be introduced by the unipolar na-

ture of the HEs or the artifacts in the recording device. Subtracting the minimum

from both the HEs ensures that there is no strong peak in the correlation func-

tion at zero lag. This supports our assumption that no speaker is assumed to be

along the perpendicular bisector of the line joining the microphones. The effect

of preprocessing the HEs on the cross-correlation function for a frame of 50ms at

a sampling rate of 8000 Hz is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The improvement in the

resolution of the peaks in the cross-correlation function may clearly be seen from
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Figure 3.7: (a) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual of Microphone-1 signal
and (b) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual of Microphone-2 signal for
the three speaker case, (c) The modified Hilbert envelope g1[n], after
emphasizing the instants of excitation in Microphone-1 signal, and (d)
The modified Hilbert envelope g2[n]], after emphasizing the instants of
excitation in the HE of Microphone-2 signal.

the figure.

3.3 Time-delay computation to determine the

number of speakers

The preprocessed HEs are used to compute the time-delays associated with each

speaker at the pair of microphones using the cross-correlation function. The nor-

malized cross-correlation function between the preprocessed HEs m1[n] and m2[n]

is computed as

r12[l] =

∑N−|k|−1
n=i m1[n]m2[n − l]

√

∑N−|k|−1
n=i m2

1[n]
∑N−|k|−1

n=i m2
2[n]

(3.16)

where i = l, k = 0 for l ≥ 0, and i = 0, k = l for l < 0. Here, both HEs are

normalized to unit magnitude for every sample shift during computation of the
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Figure 3.8: (a) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual derived from Micro-

phone-1 signal, (b) HE of the LP residual derived from Microphone-2
signal. (d) and (e) are signals obtained after removing the trend from
(a) and (b), respectively. (g) and (h) signals obtained after subtract-
ing (c) and (d), respectively, from the sample minimum. (c) Normalized
cross-correlation of (a) and (b), (f) Normalized cross-correlation of (d)
and (e), and (i) Normalized cross-correlation of (g) and (h).

cross-correlation function. Figure 3.9(a) shows the cross-correlation function for

two corresponding frames of m1[n] and m2[n], each of size 50ms (400 samples at

8kHz sampling rate). The locations of the peaks with respect to the center point

(zero lag) in the cross-correlation function correspond to the time-delays (in terms

of the number of samples) between the two microphone signals for all the speakers.

The number of prominent peaks in the cross-correlation function should normally

correspond to the number of speakers. However, in practice, this is not always true

because of the following reasons: (a) All speakers may not contribute voiced sounds

in the segments used for computing the cross-correlation function. (b) There could

be spurious peaks in the cross-correlation function, which may not correspond to

the delay due to a speaker, but may be due to nonspeech or noise frames, and

the signal processing artifacts such as finite window length. Hence only the delay
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Figure 3.9: Cross-correlation function of 50 ms (400 samples at 8 kHz)
segments of the HEs of the LP residuals of two microphone signals.
(a) Peak showing the time-delay in arrival of the speech of Spkr-1 at
the pair of microphones, (b) Peak showing the time-delay in arrival of
the speech of Spkr-2, and (c) Peak showing the time-delay in arrival of
the speech of Spkr-3. Only a few samples around the center value are
shown to indicate the delays between the two microphones for each of
the three speakers.

due to the most prominent peak in the cross-correlation function is considered.

This delay is computed from the cross-correlation function of successive frames of

50 ms duration shifted by 5 ms. Since different regions of the speech signal may

provide delay evidence for different speakers, the number of frames corresponding

to each delay is accumulated over the entire data. This helps in the determination

of number of speakers, as well as their respective delays [106]. Also the strengths

of the peaks are proportional to the strength of excitation generated by each of

the speakers. However, the delay due to the prominent peak corresponds to delay

for one of the speakers. It is possible that different regions may give evidence

for different speakers as indicated in Figure 3.9(b) and (c). Thus, by collecting

the number of frames corresponding to each possible delay over the entire data,

there will be large evidence for delays corresponding to the individual speakers.

Figure 3.10 shows the evidence in percentage of frames for each delay in samples

for a three speakers case. It can easily be seen that there are three prominent

peaks corresponding to the three speakers present.

3.3.1 Effect of framesize and sampling rate

The time-delay in arrival of speech produced by a speaker at different microphones

is used for determining the number of speakers as the delays are different and the

epochs are coherent at different microphones. It is critical to determine the delays
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Figure 3.10: Percentage of number of frames of
each speaker as function of delay showing three
prominent peaks at a sampling frequency of 8 kHz

unambiguously and as accurately as possible. The number of samples chosen

for correlation that is the framesize has an important effect on the resolution

as well as the accuracy. Experiments were conducted with different framesizes

for computing cross-correlation keeping the frameshift constant at a sampling

frequency of 8kHz. The results are shown in Figure 3.11. It can be seen clearly that
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Figure 3.11: Percentage of frames for each delay in samples for
three speakers at a sampling frequency of 8 kHz for a framesize of
(a) 50ms, (b) 100ms, (c) 200ms, (d) 400ms, and (e) 500ms.

larger the framesize less ambiguous is the determination of number of speakers.

The effect of spurious peaks or delays in cross-correlation is significantly reduced

as long-term behaviour is considered. Sampling rate is an important parameter

in the determination of the number of speakers from the mixed speech signals.
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As we are making use of the time-delays for inferring the number of sources, the

time-delays can be computed only to an accuracy of sampling interval (0.125ms

at 8kHz sampling rate). The resolution can be improved by recording the signals

at higher sampling rates as shown in Figure 3.12. As the sampling rate increases,
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Figure 3.12: Percentage of frames for each delay for the case of four
speakers at a sampling frequency of (a) 8 kHz, (b) 16 kHz, (c) 24
kHz, and (d) 32 kHz.

the spread of the peaks reduces resulting in the improved resolution of peaks.

3.4 Experimental results

Experiments were conducted using different multispeaker signals containing three,

four, five and six speakers. The mixed speech data from the speakers was collected

simultaneously using two microphones separated by about 0.6m in a laboratory

environment. The duration of the data used in the study was 10sec. All the

speakers were simultaneously in conversation. The speakers were positioned at

different distances, at an average distance of about 1.2m from the microphones.

All the speakers are positioned such that their head level and the microphones are

approximately in the same plane. This arrangement is to ensure that each speaker

produces different delays at the two microphones, barring the exception such as

along the perpendicular bisector of the line joining the two microphones. The
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speech signals were sampled at 44.1kHz. Initially, the delays were computed using

signals down sampled to 8kHz. The percentage of frames for each delay in samples

for three, four, five, and six speakers are shown in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that,
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Figure 3.13: Percentage of frames for each delay in a mixed speech
signal with (a) three speakers, (b) four speakers, (c) five speakers
and (d) six speakers, respectively, for a sampling frequency of 8kHz

as the number of speakers increase, it is difficult to see the expected number of

peaks in the histogram plots and to resolve the peaks corresponding to different

speakers. This is because the accuracy of estimation of the delay is limited to

integral number of samples. The accuracy can be improved significantly if the

signals are processed at a higher sampling frequency say, 32kHz. The resulting

cross-correlation plots are shown in Figure 3.14, where peaks corresponding to

all the speakers can be easily identified. A 16th order LP analysis is performed,

although the choice of the order for LP analysis does not seem to be critical for

these studies. The percentage time of the entire recording during which a given

speaker is prominent in the signal is indicated by the height of the peaks in the

histogram. The actual time-delay of arrival τ of the speech signals at Mic-1 and

Mic-2 located at distances d1 and d2, respectively, from a speaker is given by

τ =
d1 − d2

c
(3.17)

where c is speed of sound in air. A negative time-delay (lead) indicates that

the speaker is nearer to Microphone-1 compared to Microphone-2. Table 3.1 lists

the actual time-delay τ obtained from the measured distances d1 and d2 using

Eqn.(3.17), and the estimated time-delays τ̂ obtained from the histograms. The
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Figure 3.14: Percentage of frames for each delay in a mixed speech
signal with (a) three speakers, (b) four speakers, (c) five speak-
ers and (d) six speakers, respectively, for a sampling frequency of
32 kHz. The arrows indicate the peaks corresponding to different
speakers.

actual and the estimated time-delays are in close agreement, thus indicating the

effectiveness of the proposed method in determining the number of speakers and

their corresponding time-delays from multispeaker signals.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, an alternate representation of the mixed speech signal using the

excitation characteristics of the speech production mechanism was proposed to

compute the time-delays. A method for determining the number of speakers from

the multispeaker speech signals recorded at two spatially separated microphones

is proposed. This method works even for an underdetermined case, where the

number of sensors is far less than the number of sources. The proposed method

exploits the time-delay of arrival of speech signals between the two microphones

for a given speaker. The multispeaker speech signals are preprocessed to highlight

the regions of significant excitation of the vocal tract system. Since the direct

component of signals generally dominates over the reflected or reverberant com-

ponents, the method can be applied for speech signals collected in a live room

having some reverberation and background noise. Obviously the method fails if

the direct components are masked by high levels of ambient noise and reverbera-

tion. The proposed method was demonstrated for the case where the time-delays
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Table 3.1: Comparison of estimated time-delays τ̂ with the time-delays
τ computed from the measured distances d1 and d2.

No. of Speakers Speaker d1 d2 τ τ̂

(m) (m) (ms) (ms)

Spkr-1 0.45 0.98 -1.50 -1.47
3 Spkr-2 0.93 1.11 -0.51 -0.47

Spkr-3 1.48 0.91 1.63 1.69

Spkr-1 0.55 1.14 -1.70 -1.72
4 Spkr-2 1.01 1.23 -0.63 -0.65

Spkr-3 1.43 1.17 0.74 0.81
Spkr-4 1.21 0.68 1.50 1.50

Spkr-1 0.60 1.24 -1.83 -1.80
Spkr-2 0.88 1.29 -1.20 -1.13

5 Spkr-3 1.30 1.49 -0.54 -0.56
Spkr-4 1.42 1.14 0.80 0.81
Spkr-5 1.16 0.54 1.77 1.81

Spkr-1 0.40 1.08 -1.90 -2.00
Spkr-2 0.82 1.29 -1.30 -1.25

6 Spkr-3 1.19 1.40 -0.60 -0.59
Spkr-4 1.39 1.18 0.60 0.56
Spkr-5 1.42 0.96 1.30 1.31
Spkr-6 1.40 0.75 1.90 1.94

are distinct for each speaker. The problems associated with arbitrary location of

speakers relative to microphone positions can be overcome by using more than one

pair of spatially distributed microphones. Use of several microphones can also re-

duce the problem of weak signals of some speakers at a given pair of microphones.

In this study, the speakers are at fixed locations during recording sessions. This

will ensure that the time-delays are nearly constant. Signals with higher sampling

frequency provide a better resolution in the estimation of time-delays. Therefore,

as the number of speakers increases, it may be necessary to use the signals sam-

pled at higher sampling rate. In the next chapter, a signal processing method for

deriving the elements of the mixing matrix from the mixed speech signals without

making any assumptions on the distribution of the signals is described.
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CHAPTER 4

DERIVING MIXING MATRIX FROM THE MIXED

SPEECH SIGNALS

One of the interesting and scientifically challenging problems is to separate signals

generated by different sources from the mixture of signals picked up by spatially

distributed sensors, when there is limited or no knowledge of the nature of the

signals and the number of sources. In this chapter we propose a signal process-

ing based method for deriving the mixing matrix from the mixed speech signal

collected using a pair of microphones in a normal live room without making any

assumptions on the statistical properties of the constituent signals or nature of the

signals (sparseness). The ratio of amplitudes of speech signals due to a speaker

at different microphones is used to localize the sources with respect to the pair

of microphones. The situations considered are (1) underdetermined, wherein the

number of sources is more than the number of sensors and (2) well-determined,

where the number of sources is equal to the number of sensors. This chapter is

organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses the formulation of the problem, and

the importance of using the time-delays as constraints. The theoretical motiva-

tion for relating the distances of the speaker from the microphones to the delays

and localizing a speaker from the amplitude ratios derived from the mixed signals

is discussed in 4.2. Processing of the speech signals to derive the mixing matrix

is discussed in Section 4.3. Experimental results are presented in Section 4.4 to

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally Section 4.5 gives a

summary of the approach discussed in this chapter.

4.1 The Problem of multispeaker separation

The problem of speaker separation involes extracting the speech signals produced

by individual speakers from the mixed speech signals collected using microphones.

A realistic mixing model considering both the mixing weights as well as the delayed



source signals is given in Eqn.(1.1). Normally the time delays are viewed as adding

complexity to the problem of signal separation, whereas we will show that the time

delays act as constraints, and hence aid in signal separation. Likewise, the elements

of the mixing matrix are not completely arbitrary in practice. They are related

to the time-delays in the sense that the larger the delay between two sensors, the

smaller will be the mixing coefficient at the farther sensor relative to the sensor

closer to the source. There is a difference in the signal levels due to differences in

the distances between a speaker and each of the microphones. This contributes

to different values in the mixing matrix. First of all, it is necessary to make a

distinction between signal separation and data separation. In the case of signal

separation, the sequence of observation samples is a result of mixing of sequences

of samples of signals generated by the sources. In other words, the observation

samples are related, even though signals from different sources are independent.

The correlations among signal samples along with the independence are exploited

for signal separation. In the case of data separation (from different sources),

the temporal relationship among the observation samples is not important. The

focus is more on the probability distribution of the independent data generated by

each source. These distributions and the independence of sources are exploited in

data separation [52]. The focus in this thesis is on signal separation. In most BSS

problems, assumptions are made on the number of sources, number of sensors, and

the correlations of the signals from different sources. An arbitrary mixing matrix is

assumed, and the time-delays are ignored. Also, most of the BSS methods attempt

to learn or derive the weight matrix to be used on the mixed signals collected at

the sensors. But in real multispeaker multi-microphone data, the time-delays are

important and the mixing matrix is dependent on the delays. Thus the elements

of the mixing matrix are not all independent. In fact, both the time-delays and

the constraints on the elements of the mixing matrix can be used to determine the

elements of mixing matrix.
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4.1.1 Nature of sources

The nature of the signal (interrelationships among the samples) is not exploited

completely in the approaches used for deriving mixing matrix, except using the

temporal correlation (2nd order) values for a given time shift [16]. Not much of

signal processing is done to extract or highlight the relevant information suitable

for signal separation. To appreciate the role of the nature of signals in a BSS

problem, let us consider the following situations:

• Source is noise (i.e., every sample is like an impulse): The sources are in-
dependent. The signal (noise) samples are also independent, and hence
uncorrelated. The standard ICA model with the relevant assumptions can
be used to solve the source separation problem.

• Source is the response of a system (i.e., excitation impulse is not in the
measured interval, i.e., no impulses): Each source signal is the response
of a passive inertial system for an impulse, and the impulses themselves
are not in the measured interval of the mixed signals. The sources are
independent, but each source signal has correlated samples. For such cases
AMUSE (Algorithm for Multiple Source Extraction) like algorithm may be
applied [40].

• Sources are sequences of impulses (i.e., ideal and trivial case): Here the
sources are independent, and even orthogonal. Each source signal arrives at
a pair of sensors with a fixed delay, and the delays are typically different for
each source signal.

• Sources are speech-like signals (i.e., excitation of the vocal tract is by a
sequence of impulses): The sources are independent. The speech signal
generated by each speaker has correlated samples (due to response of vocal
tract ) with a fixed sequence of impulses as excitation. Here the relative
spacing of sequences of excitation impulses do not change over time at each
microphone .

• Sources with additive noise and reverberation: Depending on the levels of
noise and reverberation, if there is enough strength in the direct components
of the signals at the microphones, then the methods developed for the case
of speech-like signals can be extended for this case also.

• Moving sources (i.e., mixing matrix changing with time): Here the challenge
is to determine the signal components from limited data, as the mixing ma-
trix will be varying continuously. Standard ICA methods are not likely to be
useful. One may have to use methods that make use of the relation between
the delays and amplitudes of the mixing matrix. It may also require data
from more than one pair of microphones to determine delay as a function of
time. Thus the signals are not always separable easily from the mixtures.
One needs some way of tracking different sources.
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It is obvious that the third case is the trivial case where the number of sources

can be obtained from the mixed signals at the pair of sensors by simply finding the

cross-correlation between the two microphone signals. The cross-correlation shows

peaks at delays corresponding to each source, and ideally is zero for all other values

of the time shift. For more practical signals it may be required to preprocess the

mixed signal to highlight the excitation impulses, if any, in the generated source

signals. For example, for mixed speech signals, the residual signal, after removing

the second order correlations, shows large impulse-like behavior near the regions

of significant excitation of the vocal tract system [107]. The instants of significant

excitation are further highlighted in the HE of the LP residual as discussed in

Chapter 3. Time-delay estimation from the HE of the residual samples may be

obtained easily compared to the estimation of the delay directly from the signal.

Note that preprocessing of the mixed signals was advocated even in the standard

ICA in order to reduce the observed samples at the sensors to near independent

trials [52]. In this thesis preprocessing is done to ensure reliable estimation of

the time-delays between two sequences of impulse-like signals and extract speaker

specific excitation sequence from the mixed signals.

4.2 Basis for the proposed approach

Consider a situation where the signal from an impulse generator is collected

through a pair of spatially separated microphones, as shown in Figure 4.1. Let

d1
d2

a2

Mic-1 Mic-2

a1

Impulse generator

Figure 4.1: Ideal situation, where the signal generated by an im-
pulse generator is recorded using a pair of microphones placed at
distances d1 and d2 respectively.
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the distance of the sound source from Microphone-1 and Microphone-2 be d1 and

d2 respectively. In such a situation, the amplitude levels a1 and a2 of the impulse,

observed at Microphone-1 and Microphone-2, respectively, can not be arbitrary.

Instead, the amplitude levels are related to the distance of the sound source from

the respective microphones. At larger distances compared to the size of source,

the sound intensity diminishes according to inverse square law. Since, sound in-

tensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude, the amplitude of the signal

is inversely proportional to distance at which it is observed from the sound source.

Hence the signal levels a1 and a2 collected at Microphone-1 and Microphone-2

respectively, are inversely proportional to the corresponding distances d1 and d2

from the sound source, as given by:

a1 ∝
1

d1

and

a2 ∝
1

d2

Hence, the measured distances of the impulse generator from the microphones are

related to the observed amplitudes at the microphones by

d1

d2
=

a2

a1
= r (4.1)

Moreover, difference in the distances (d1 − d2) of the sound source from micro-

phones is proportional to the time-delay (τ) of arrival of the signals at the micro-

phones.

d1 − d2 ∝ τ

= τv (4.2)

where v is the velocity of sound. From Eqn.( 4.1) and Eqn.( 4.2), we can compute

the distances d1 and d2 from the observed amplitude ratio (r = a2/a1) and the

estimated time delay τ , as follows:

d1 =
τrv

r − 1
(4.3a)
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and

d2 =
τv

r − 1
. (4.3b)

If the sound source is closer to Microphone-1, then τ is negative and r is less than

one. Here, the time delay τ can be estimated by finding the cross-correlation be-

tween the two microphone signals, and the amplitude ratio r can be computed by

observing the amplitude of the impulses at both the microphones. Hence, using

a pair of spatially separated microphones, a single sound source can be localized.

The situation considered here is an ideal case, where the sound source is an im-

pulse generator. The rest of the chapter deals with applying the theoretical basis

developed here to multispeaker speech signals collected in a natural environment.

This task involves determining the number of speakers, estimating their respective

time-delays, localizing the speakers with respect to the microphones and there by

estimating the characteristics of the mixing matrix.

4.3 Processing mixed signals for determining mix-

ing matrix

In the present study, speech is collected from multiple speakers speaking simulta-

neously using a pair of microphones. The direct components of each speaker in

such a case have some time-delay at the pair of microphones due to differences in

distances. There is also a difference in the signal levels of the direct components,

due to differences in the distances. This contributes to different amplitude values

of the signals collected at the two microphones. The multispeaker signals collected

at the two microphones cannot be expressed in the standard ICA format because

of delays. The mixing matrix is given by





a11 a12 .. .. a1q

a21 a22 .. .. a2q





The distances of a speaker from the microphones dictates corresponding time-

delays and the signal amplitudes, which in turn forces some relation among the

element values of the mixing matrix. In other words, for this scenario, the values

of the mixing matrix cannot be arbitrary. The objective is to determine the char-
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acteristics of the mixing matrix in an underdetermined case. In the process, one

can obtain the number of speakers as already discussed in the previous chapter,

their locations with respect to both the microphones, and the approximate mixing

matrix to separate the source signals. Note that we are considering the case of

real data with natural mixing. The mixed signals due to direct sound components

are degraded by noise and reverberation effects. The preprocessing is done to

extract a few (1-3 ms) high signal to noise ratio (SNR) regions within each short

segment (10-20 ms) of speech. The high SNR regions around these impulses due

to a given speaker are relatively unaffected by the speech due to other speakers.

Hence, the amplitudes of the multispeaker signals around the high SNR regions

corresponding to a given speaker can be exploited for estimating his/her compo-

nent at both the microphones. The distances of a given speaker from the two

microphones dictates the time-delay of arrival and the ratio of amplitudes of di-

rect components of the speaker’s speech signals at the microphones. The relation

between the distances, the time-delay of arrival and the amplitudes of signals has

already been discussed in Section 4.2. These relationships (due to all the speak-

ers) are preserved even in a multispeaker case, though it is not evident from the

speech signals themselves. Thus the elements of the mixing matrix can not be

arbitrary. Instead, they follow the implicit relations imposed by the distances of

the speakers from the microphones. For example, the component due to Spkr-1 at

Microphone-2 is proportional to the component due to Spkr-1 at Microphone-1,

and the constant of proportionality is governed by the distances of the speaker

from the two microphones. Thus the normalized mixing matrix is given by

A =





a11 a12 .. .. a1q

r1a11 r2a12 .. .. rqa1q



 (4.4)

where r1, r2, . . . rq are the amplitude ratios to be determined.

4.3.1 Determining the elements of mixing matrix

A method for obtaining these ratios of the amplitudes r1 = a21/a11, r2 = a22/a12,

. . . rq = a2q/a1q is as follows: If the corresponding sample values (x1[n], x2[n]) of

the mixed speech signals collected at Microphone-1 and Microphone-2 are plotted
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as a point in a 2-D plane for all time indices (n = 1, 2, . . . , N), then the resulting

scatter plot shows up as a cluster of points with near circular symmetry (Gaussian

distribution) as shown in Figure 4.2 (a). But if the delays τ1, τ2 & τ3 for three

speakers are known, then scatter plots of (x1[n], x2[n − τ1]), (x1[n], x2[n − τ2])

and (x1[n], x2[n − τ3]) are expected to align in distinct directions, one for each

speaker, whose slopes should correspond to the ratio of amplitudes r1, r2 and r3,

respectively. The scatter plots of the original mixed speech signals for a three

speaker case, and the signals after compensating for the three delays are shown

in Figure 4.2. The statistics of the delays computed from the cross correlation of

Figure 4.2: (a) Scatter plot of mixed speech signals. Delay-com-
pensated scatter plots for (b) Spkr-1, (c) Spkr-2, and (d) Spkr-3.

the HEs derived from LP residuals of the mixed signals at two microphones as

discussed in Chapter 3 is shown in Figure 4.3. The figure shows the percentage

of frames for each delay for a three speaker case. The cross-correlation function

is computed over an interval of 2N + 1 lags, where 2N + 1 corresponds to an

interval greater than the largest expected delay. The largest expected delay can be

estimated from the distance between the microphones in the room. It can be easily

seen that there are three prominent peaks corresponding to the three speakers

present. The time-delays (obtained from Figure 4.3) for Spkr-1, Spkr-2 and Spkr-

3 are −1.375, −0.625 and 0.875 ms, respectively, for a signal sampled at 8 kHz.

A negative time-delay (lead) indicates that the signal reaches Microphone-1 at a
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Figure 4.3: Percentage of frames for each delay
for the three speakers case. The location of the
peak gives the time-delay and the height of the
peak gives an indication of duration of dominance
of the corresponding speaker.

earlier time instant than Microphone-2. Hence, for a speaker with a negative time-

delay the signal collected at Microphone-1 is of higher amplitude level compared

to that at Microphone-2. Similarly, for a speaker with a positive time-delay (lag)

the signal collected at Microphone-1 is of lower amplitude level compared to that

at Microphone-2. Hence, in an ideal situation, we expect the delay-compensated

scatter plot obtained for a speaker with negative time-delay to align in a direction

whose slope is less than 45o (zero delay), and for the one with positive time-delay

to align in a direction whose slope is more than 45o. But, from Figure 4.2, we

can see that there is a lack of anticipated directions in the delay-compensated

scatter plots of individual speakers. This is because, though the signals of a

given speaker are aligned, the effect of competing speakers is still not suppressed.

Moreover, a given speaker may not be speaking over the entire duration of the

recording, and hence it is not a good idea to use the entire data for scatter plots

of individual speakers. Better oriented scatter plot can be obtained for a given

speaker by selecting the regions that are less affected by the competing speakers.

The high SNR characteristics of the excitation around the GCIs, can be exploited

for identifying robust regions corresponding to a given speaker. Within each pitch

period of the voiced segments of speech signal, the strength of excitation is higher

around the GCI. Hence, the effect of competing speakers in the region around the
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GCI (1-3 ms) of the speaker under consideration is relatively less. The regions

around the GCIs can be used for finding the slopes of scatter plots of each of the

speaker and hence the ratio of amplitudes. Let h1[n] and h2[n] be the normalized

Hilbert envelope sequences of the LP residuals of mixed speech signals collected

at Microphone-1 and Microphone-2, respectively. There is a unique time-delay

between the signals from two microphones for a given speaker. Hence, by aligning

the sequences h1[n] and h2[n] after compensating the delay (τ1) corresponding

to Spkr-1, the GCIs corresponding to that speaker will be in coherence, whereas

the GCIs corresponding to the remaining speakers will be incoherent. Thus, by

considering the minimum of the sequences h1[n] and h2[n − τ1], only the GCIs

corresponding to Spkr-1 are retained. In a similar manner sequences that retain

the GCIs corresponding to the other speakers are derived as follows:

hs1[n] = min(h1[n], h2[n − τ1]), (4.5a)

hs2[n] = min(h1[n], h2[n − τ2]), (4.5b)

and

hs3[n] = min(h1[n], h2[n − τ3]), (4.5c)

where hs1[n], hs2[n] and hs3[n] are the sequences in which the GCIs correspond-

ing to Spkr-1, Spkr-2 and Spkr-3 are retained, respectively. Figure 4.4 shows the

normalized Hilbert envelopes corresponding to the two microphones and the min-

imum of the Hilbert envelope sequences obtained after compensating the delays

for a three speaker case. Figures 4.4(a) and (b) consist of the GCIs from all the

speakers, whereas only GCIs corresponding to individual speakers are retained in

the Figures. 4.4(c), (d) and (e). Computing the sample minimum is not enough to

get clear orientation because all the samples of the speaker are considered and the

speaker may not be dominant throughout the duration considered. Even coherent

addition of the two microphone signals after compensating for the delays will not

give a clear orientation as shown in Figure. 4.5(c). Though the sources are over-

lapping (all speakers are speaking simultaneously), they are inherently sparse, in

the sense that there exist some regions specific to a given speaker in the multi-
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Figure 4.4: (a) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual of Microphone-1 sig-
nal, (b) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual of Microphone-2 signal. (c)
Sample minimum of the Hilbert envelopes after compensating the delay
for Spkr-1, (d) Spkr-2, and (e) Spkr-3, respectively.

speaker signals, which are relatively less affected by the competing speakers. This

inherent sparseness of the source signals in the multispeaker signals is exploited

to estimate the elements of the mixing matrix. A weight function is derived from

the HE sequence obtained for a given speaker to highlight the regions around the

GCIs of that speaker, and reduce the effect of the competing speakers. By setting

a threshold θ on the HE sequence of a given speaker, a binary sequence is derived

to locate the GCIs corresponding to that speaker. For example, the binary se-

quence bs1[n] corresponding to Spkr-1 is derived by setting a threshold on the HE

sequence hs1[n] of Spkr-1. That is

bs1[n] =







1, for hs1[n] ≥ θ

0, otherwise
(4.6)

Setting the threshold θ is trivial, as there is a clear distinction between the GCIs

and the floor of the HE as shown in Figure 4.6(a). Also, the choice of θ is not

very critical. A few missed GCIs and a few false GCIs do not matter as long as

the majority of GCIs marked are accurate. Using the approximate locations of

the GCIs, a weight function is derived to retain the regions around the GCIs. The

weight function ws1[n] is derived by convolving the binary sequence bs1[n] with a
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Figure 4.5: (a) Scatter plot of mixed speech signals., (b) Delay
compensated scatter plot of Spkr-1 speech signal. (c) Coherently
added microphone signals after delay compensation, (d) Sample
minimum of the HEs after compensating for the delay of Spkr-1.

rectangular window wr[n] of 2 ms, as given by

ws1[n] = bs1[n] ∗ wr[n]

=

M−1
∑

k=0

wr[k]bs1[n − k], (4.7)

where the rectangular window wr[n] is defined as

wr[n] =







1, for 0 ≤ n ≤ M

0, otherwise.

Here M is the number of samples corresponding to 2 ms duration (M=16 at 8

kHz). Figure 4.6 shows 125 ms of the HE sequence hs1[n] for Spkr-1, the binary

sequence bs1[n] derived from hs1[n], and the window function ws1[n] which retains

the regions around the GCIs of Spkr-1. The size of the rectangular window M used

to derive the weight function is not critical. However, a small window results in se-

lecting fewer samples around the GCIs, which may be inadequate to determine the

slope of the scatter plot. On the other hand, a larger window size does not remove

the effect of competing speakers, and thereby skewing the orientation of the scatter

plot. The weight functions ws2[n] and ws3[n] which retain the GCIs of Spkr-2 and

Spkr-3, respectively, are derived in a similar way. These speaker-specific weight

functions are used to select the regions that are relatively less affected by the

competing speakers, and thereby, to obtain oriented scatter plots for individual
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Figure 4.6: (a) HE sequence specific to Spkr-1, (b) binary sequence in-
dicating the locations of the GCIs, and (c) weight function derived to
emphasize the regions around GCIs of Spkr-1.

speakers. The scatter plots for the individual speakers are obtained by weighting

the multispeaker mixed speech signals with the speaker-specific weight functions,

after compensating for the respective time-delays. Scatter plot for Spkr-1 is ob-

tained by plotting the corresponding sample values of (x1[n]ws1[n], x2[n−τ1]ws1[n])

in a 2-D plane, where τ1 is the estimated time-delay corresponding to Spkr-1, and

ws1 is the Spkr-1 specific weight function. The delay-compensated scatter plots of

individual speakers after weighting with the speaker-specific weight functions are

shown in Figure 4.7 for a case involving three speakers. The scatter plot of the

original multispeaker signals is also shown for comparison. The scatter plots of

the individual speakers are oriented in distinct anticipated directions. The scatter

plot for Spkr-1, whose delay is negative, is aligned in a direction whose angle is

less than 45o. On the other hand, the scatter plots for Spkr-2 and Spkr-3, whose

delays are positive, are aligned in directions whose angles are more than 45o. Slope

of the scatter plot of the jth speaker gives an estimate of the relative attenuation

r̂j. In an ideal situation, the scatter plot of a given speaker should be a straight

line. But in practice, the scatter plot deviates from the straight line because of

noise and reverberation components, and the effect of the competing speakers.
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Figure 4.7: Delay compensated scatter plots of (a) Spkr-1, (b) Spkr-2,
and (c) Spkr-3. Delay-compensated scatter plots of (d) Spkr-1, (e) Spkr-2,
and (f) Spkr-3 after weighing the multispeaker signals with the weight
functions specific to individual speakers.

The slope of the first principal component of the data points is assumed to be the

slope of the scatter plot. The solid line in each figure shows the direction of first

principal component of the data points. The estimated slope of the scatter plot

of the jth speaker is given by

r̂ =
e2j

e1j

, (4.8)

where (e1j , e2j) is the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the

data points of the jth speaker. The estimates of the elements of the mixing matrix

can be obtained from the scatter plots of the individual speakers. The distances

d̂1j and d̂2j of the jth speaker from the two microphones can be computed from

the estimated time-delay τ̂j and the relative attenuation r̂j as in (4.3). Thus all

the speakers can be localized with respect to the microphones.

4.4 Experimental results

The proposed method was verified on the data collected from two speakers (well-

determined case) and three speakers (underdetermined case) using a pair of mi-
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crophones. Speech is collected from spatially distributed speakers speaking simul-

taneously in a live room (as in a computer laboratory room) with a reverberation

time of about 500 ms. Figure 4.8 shows the recording scenario. The speech data

Figure 4.8: Experimental setup for collecting multi-
speaker speech data used for determining the elements
of mixing matrix.

from the speakers was collected simultaneously using two microphones separated

by about 0.6 m in a laboratory environment. The speakers were positioned at

different locations, around the microphones, at an average distance of 1 m from

the microphones. There are five different recordings for two-speaker case, and five

for three-speaker case. The speakers are chosen from a pool of seven speakers.

Each recording was of 10 s duration. The speech signals were sampled at 8 kHz.

During each recording, the distances of the speakers from both the microphones

are measured. The microphones were calibrated to have similar responses when

kept together. The results for two-speaker case and three-speaker case are given

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively, which lists the measured distances d1 and d2

of speakers from the two microphones, and the estimated time-delay τ . It can

be seen that the values of r̂ = e1

e2
are in close agreement with those of r = d2

d1
,

thus validating the hypothesis outlined in Section 4.2. Since the distances d1 and

d2 of a speaker from the two microphones can be computed using the time de-

lay τ and the amplitude ratio r̂ (Eqn. 4.3), the proposed method can be used to

accurately localize the speakers. The minor deviations of the observed ratio e1

e2

from the measured ratio d2

d1
could be due to following reasons: (a) Human errors

in measuring the distances, (b) The resolution that can be obtained by an 8 kHz
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Table 4.1: Comparison of estimated values of the ratio of amplitudes (elements of mixing
matrix), against the reference values obtained from the distances between speakers and
microphones for the two speakers case.

S. No. Speaker d2 (m) d1 (m) τ (ms) e1 e2 r r̂

1 Spkr-1 0.77 0.52 -0.88 0.83 0.56 1.48 1.48
Spkr-2 0.54 0.88 1.00 0.55 0.84 0.61 0.65

2 Spkr-1 0.88 0.56 -1.00 0.84 0.55 1.57 1.53
Spkr-2 0.47 0.90 1.38 0.44 0.90 0.52 0.49

3 Spkr-1 0.95 0.52 -1.13 0.87 0.49 1.82 1.78
Spkr-2 0.56 0.87 0.88 0.55 0.83 0.64 0.66

4 Spkr-1 0.96 0.50 -1.38 0.89 0.45 1.92 1.98
Spkr-2 0.41 0.81 1.00 0.47 0.88 0.51 0.53

5 Spkr-1 1.07 0.76 -1.00 0.81 0.58 1.40 1.40
Spkr-2 0.69 0.85 0.50 0.62 0.78 0.81 0.79

signal, (c) Head movement of the speakers while recording the data. The ordered

pair (e1,e2) is the principal eigenvector estimated from data shown in the scatter

plots. The scatter plots for the two-speaker case are shown in Figure 4.9. The

scatter plots for three-speaker case are given in Figure 4.10.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter a signal processing approach is proposed for determining the mixing

matrix for an underdetermined system using the knowledge of speech production

mechanism. The method makes use of the spatial diversity of sources and mi-

crophones in addition to the characteristics of the excitation source. It is clearly

shown that there exists relationship between the time-delays and the coefficients of

the mixing matrix. What is interesting is that the arbitrary mixing of signals used

in literature to demonstrate the performance of blind source separation algorithms

is not valid for natural signals because of the interrelationship between the delay

and elements of mixing matrix. It was also shown that the amplitude ratios and

time-delays can be used to localize the speakers. In the next chapter, separation of

speech produced by individual speakers from the multispeaker speech signal using

the excitation characteristics is discussed.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of estimated values of the ratio of amplitudes (elements of
mixing matrix), against the reference values obtained from distances between speakers
and microphones for the three speakers case.

S. No. Speaker d2 (m) d1 (m) τ (ms) e1 e2 r r̂

Spkr-1 0.97 0.49 -1.38 0.89 0.45 1.98 1.96
1 Spkr-2 0.98 0.74 -0.63 0.81 0.57 1.32 1.41

Spkr-3 0.46 0.76 0.875 0.56 0.83 0.61 0.67

Spkr-1 1.20 0.75 -1.25 0.85 0.53 1.60 1.60
2 Spkr-2 0.74 0.52 -0.50 0.82 0.58 1.42 1.41

Spkr-3 0.61 0.99 1.18 0.49 0.87 0.61 0.56

Spkr-1 0.95 0.78 -0.50 0.77 0.64 1.21 1.20
3 Spkr-2 0.83 0.98 0.38 0.64 0.76 0.84 0.84

Spkr-3 0.44 0.77 0.88 0.51 0.86 0.57 0.59

Spkr-1 0.84 0.36 -1.38 0.90 0.42 2.33 2.14
4 Spkr-2 0.75 0.90 0.50 0.81 0.58 0.83 0.72

Spkr-3 0.42 0.91 1.38 0.39 0.92 0.46 0.42

Spkr-1 0.97 0.64 -1.13 0.87 0.50 1.52 1.74
5 Spkr-2 0.86 0.78 0.38 0.64 0.76 0.86 0.84

Spkr-3 0.53 0.96 1.25 0.45 0.89 0.55 0.51
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Speech Spkr-1 Spkr-2

Figure 4.9: Two speaker scatter plots after delay compensation and weighing
the multispeaker signal with the weight function specific to individual speakers
for five different experiments.
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Spkr-1 Spkr-2 Spkr-3

Figure 4.10: Three speaker scatter plots after delay compensation and weighing
the multispeaker signal with the weight function specific to individual speakers
for five different experiments.
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CHAPTER 5

SEPARATION OF MULTISPEAKER SPEECH

In a multispeaker environment, the objective of separation is to separate the speech

produced by individual speakers from the mixed speech signals recorded from a set

of spatially distributed microphones, while retaining the quality and intelligibility

of speech. Processing the mixed speech signals for separation in such conditions is

a challenging task, as speech from other speakers act as noise. In this chapter we

consider the separation of speech produced by an individual speaker as enhance-

ment of speech in the presence of background speech. A method is proposed to

show that enhancement of speech produced by a speaker can be achieved using

the knowledge of time-delays and excitation source information. The trade-off

between the degree of separation and the distortion in the enhanced speech is

illustrated. This chapter is organized as follows: The difficulty of separating the

speech produced by individual speakers using the mixing matrix and time-delay

information is discussed in Section 5.1. The basis for the proposed method is

described in Section 5.2. Reinforcing the instants of significant excitation of an

individual speaker using the time-delay information is described in this section.

This section also describes the use of a nonlinear weight function to suppress the

effect of competing speakers. Section 5.3 discusses the evaluation of the quality of

separation using subjective studies. Section 5.4 gives the summary of the proposed

method for multispeaker speech separation and the issues unresolved.

5.1 Need for a signal processing approach for

separation

The multispeaker signals collected at the two microphones can be written as

x1[n] =

q
∑

j=1

a1jsj[n − τ1j ] + v1[n], n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (5.1a)



and

x2[n] =

q
∑

j=1

a2jsj[n − τ2j ] + v2[n], n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (5.1b)

where the time index n refers to the sampling instant, and N refers to the total

number of samples. Though we can estimate the mixing matrix coefficients and

time-delays at a pair of microphones for each speaker, it is difficult to separate the

speech due to each speaker from the mixed signals. This is because the mixing

problem does not conform to the standard ICA formulation and hence finding

the component signals through manipulation of the mixing matrix is not possible.

For example, the inverse or pseudo-inverse of the mixing matrix is not useful to

determine the component signals, as the component signals at any given time are

all different in the mixed signals due to time-delays. Each of the mixed signals

has additive noise and reverberant components of speech, which cannot be easily

modeled or subtracted out. Separation of speech signals from practical mixed

signals is a challenging problem, as the problem does not conform to any standard

or known formulations for which solutions may exist. In this chapter an attempt is

made to show that some enhancement can be achieved using the knowledge of the

time-delays and the excitation characteristics of the speech production mechanism.

5.2 Proposed method for separation

Significant amount of the speech message is conveyed through the voiced portions

of the speech, especially when speech is collected from a distance. Even though the

spectral component of speech is severely degraded, the characteristics of the quasi-

periodic excitation are well preserved in the direct component of speech picked

up by a distant microphone. By compensating for the delay between the direct

components of speech from a speaker at the two microphones, we can reinforce the

strengths of the instants of significant excitation due to direct speech because of

their coherence. The instants of significant excitation due to reflected components

are incoherently distributed in time and hence their effect can be minimized. In the

proposed method, we exploit the robustness of the relative spacing of the instants

of significant excitation at different microphones to compute the time-delays. As

in the previous chapters, we use HE of the LP residual as a representation for
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the sequence of impulses corresponding to the instants of significant excitation of

the vocal tract system. When the HEs derived from different microphone signals

are added coherently using the knowledge of time-delay for each speaker, the

strengths of excitation of the desired speaker are enhanced relative to that of

other speakers. Using the knowledge of the enhanced speaker characteristics in

the coherently-added sequence of impulses, a weight function is derived. This

weight function is used to modify the mixed speech signal to enhance the speech

produced by individual speaker. The separation of speech produced by individual

speaker is primarily due to reinforcement of the excitation characteristics.

5.2.1 Reinforcing the excitation characteristics of individ-

ual speakers

The proposed method of separation is illustrated using a three speaker speech

signal collected using a pair of microphones in a noisy and reverberant environ-

ment. The time-delays associated with speech produced by individual speakers

at a pair of microphones is computed using the normalized cross-correlation func-

tion between the preprocessed HEs derived from the two mixed speech signals (as

discussed in (Chapter 3)). The strength of peaks at each delay provides informa-

tion on the duration for which a particular speaker is prominent in the speech

signal. We can reinforce the excitation characteristics of one speaker relative to

other speakers using the estimated delays and the HEs. Let h1[n] and h2[n] be

the normalized Hilbert envelope sequences of the LP residuals of the speech sig-

nals collected at Microphone-1 and Microphone-2, respectively. The normalized

Hilbert envelope is obtained by dividing each value of the sequence with the max-

imum value in the sequence. The normalized Hilbert envelopes are combined to

enhance the excitation characteristics of one speaker relative to those of other

speaker as explained in Section 4.3 and reproduced here for completeness. This

is done by keeping the Hilbert envelope of Microphone-1 as reference, shifting

the Hilbert envelope of Microphone-2 by one of the three delays, and comput-

ing the sample minimum of the two Hilbert envelopes. For example, the excita-

tion characteristics of Spkr-1 can be reinforced by, hs1[n] = min(h1[n], h2[n − τ1])

where, τ1 is the delay corresponding to Spkr-1. hs2[n] = min(h1[n], h2[n − τ2])
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hs3[n] = min(h1[n], h2[n− τ3]) The results shown in Figure 5.1 illustrate the rein-

forcement of excitation characteristics of three speakers. The relatively high values
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Figure 5.1: (a) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual of Microphone-1 sig-
nal. (b) Sample minimum of the two Hilbert envelopes after aligning with
respect to delay τ1 reinforcing instants of Spkr-1, (c) Sample minimum
of the two Hilbert envelopes after aligning with respect to delay τ2 rein-
forcing instants of Spkr-2 and (d) Sample minimum of the two Hilbert
envelopes after aligning with respect to delay τ3 reinforcing instants of
Spkr-3

.

obtained using the minimum function indicate the significant excitation regions of

the desired speaker. Note that due to coherence of peaks in the Hilbert envelopes,

the minimum function retains the peaks around the instants of significant excita-

tion of one speaker. Since the peaks due to other speakers do not coincide (lack

of coherence), the peaks of the competing speakers are suppressed while taking

the minimum. Thus the separation of the Hilbert envelope information for each

speaker is achieved.

5.2.2 Emphasizing the instants of excitation of individual
speakers

The reinforcement of the excitation information of the individual speakers can be

exploited for separation of speech of individual speakers. The separation is done by

deriving a weight function for each speaker using the reinforced excitation signal.
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The weight function derived in the previous chapter for estimating the mixing ma-

trix considers the samples of the mixed speech signal only from the regions where

the effect of competing speakers was minimum. For separation/enhancement, the

weight function is modified to provide smooth transition, and also to have low

amplitude (instead of zero amplitude) weight value over the speech data of the

competing speakers. Therefore we cannot use the same weight function because it

does not consider all the samples of speech signal and it has sharp transitions. The

weight function must be derived such that it emphasizes the excitation character-

istics of the desired speaker and deemphasize the characteristics of the competing

speakers.

Subtraction of the signals in Figure 5.1(b) and Figure 5.1(c) h12[n] = hs1[n]−hs2 [n]

as in Figure 5.2(a), shows large positive peaks corresponding to the regions of sig-

nificant excitation for Spkr-1, and hence need to be emphasized. Likewise, the

regions around the negative peaks correspond to the regions of significant excita-

tion of Spkr-2, and hence need to be deemphasized. This is because the minima

function along with the delay information helps us in extracting instants of exci-

tation specific to a given speaker as explained in the previous section. All other

regions correspond mostly to unvoiced and non speech regions, where none or

one or both the speakers may be present. But their strength (in terms of am-

plitude of the Hilbert envelope) of excitation will be low. This can be repeated

with hs1 [n] andhs3 [n] emphasizing Spkr-1 relative to Spkr-3. Figure 5.2(a) shows

the plot of smoothed h12[n]. h12[n] and h13[n] are linearly combined (hsp1[n] =

(h12[n] + h13[n])/2) to emphasize instants of Spkr-1 relative to that of Spkr-2 and

Spkr-3. The 2 to 3 msec region(less than one pitch period) around each instant

of significant excitation(closed glottis region) is smoothed by a Hamming window

of size 1 to 3 msec in duration depending on the application of interest (8 to 24

samples at 8 kHz sampling frequency). If the emphasis is on separation, then a

smaller window size is used to suppress the competing speakers. If enhancement is

the requirement, one has to use a larger window to make the signal more intelligi-

ble. The smoothed function hs[n] of hsp1[n] shows the regions around the instants

of significant excitation of the desired speaker. A weight function is derived from

the smoothed sequence using a nonlinear mapping function in such a way that the
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samples corresponding to the speech regions are enhanced relative to the samples

in non-speech regions. The nonlinear function is given by

w[n] =
1

1 + exp−α(hs[n]−β)
(5.2)

where α is a parameter that decides the slope of the sigmoid function and β the

threshold. The values of the weight function are nearly one around the instants of

significant excitation of the desired speaker and the values are nearly zero around

the instants of significant excitation of the competing speakers. Figure 5.2 (a)

shows the smoothed difference signal and Figures 5.2 (b), and (c) show the weight

functions for the different values of α and β. There is a trade-off between the

suppression of the competing speakers and the intelligibility of the speech signal.

If we use the weight function shown in Figure 5.2(b), it may result in a signal
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Figure 5.2: (a) Plot of smoothed difference of minimum of HEs (11 point
window at 8 kHz), (b) weight function for α = 20 and β = 0 with em-
phasis on enhancement, and (c) weight function for α = 20 and β = 0.1
with emphasis on separation.

sounding more natural, but with a higher level of background speakers. If we use

weight function shown in Figure 5.2(c), then we may have better separation at the

cost of intelligibility. This is due to the artifacts of signal processing. Depending

on the application (for speech enhancement, intelligibility is preferred whereas for

speaker recognition, separation is preferred), one can choose the parameters of the

weight function. The enhanced speech for Spkr-1 can be obtained by multiplying

the multispeaker speech signal x1[n] with the weight function ws1[n] specific to

Spkr-1. By listening, one can perceive the enhancement of one speaker relative
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to the competing speakers. Both h12(n) and h13(n) are used for deriving the

weight function for Spkr-1. Similar procedure can be used for obtaining the weight

function for Spkr-2 and Spkr-3, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 5.3.

The enhanced speech signals of individual speakers are obtained using the weight

function with emphasis on enhancement, where as the separated speech signals

are obtained using the weight function derived with emphasis on separation as

explained in the previous section.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Microphone-1 speech signal, (b) Microphone-2 speech
signal, (c) enhanced speech signal of Spkr-1, (d) enhanced speech signal
of Spkr-2 and (e) enhanced speech signal of Spkr-3, (f) separated speech
signal of Spkr-1, (g) separated speech signal of Spkr-2 and (h) separated
speech signal of Spkr-3.

5.3 Evaluation of the quality of enhancement

The quality of enhancement can be assessed using objective evaluation as well

as subjective evaluation [108]. Objective evaluation involves expressing the qual-

ity of enhancement using a quantitative measure derived using the speech signals

produced by individual speakers. As the proposed method involves processing
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Table 5.1: 5 point scale used for evaluating the quality of
enhancement.

Score Speech Quality Level of Distortion
5 Excellent Imperceptible
4 Good Just perceptible but not annoying
3 Fair Perceptible and slightly annoying
2 Poor Annoying but not objectionable
1 Unsatisfactory Very annoying and objectionable

of a mixed signal collected at a distance using a pair of microphones, individual

speaker signals are not available for computing an objective measure. Therefore,

subjective evaluation is used for assessing the quality of the enhancement and to

compare the proposed method with statistical approaches. Subjective evaluation

was performed for assessing the quality of the separation and also to compare the

proposed signal processing method with the statistical approaches. The subjective

tests were conducted with the help of 20 subjects. The subjects were explained

about the intelligibility, quality, naturalness, and distortion in the context of mul-

tispeaker speech signals. They were given a pilot test about the perception of

mixed speech signals and processed speech. The tests were conducted in the labo-

ratory by playing the speech signals through headphones. Two types of subjective

tests were conducted. The first test was to judge the quality of enhancement of the

speech produced by the individual speakers using the level of competing speakers

and distortion introduced by the proposed algorithm. Two examples with differ-

ent accent were used in the first test. The second test was conducted to compare

the proposed signal processing approach with statistical methods based on second

order statistics and independent component analysis [109]. In this test, mixed

speech signals are processed by the three methods mentioned above to extract the

speech produced by Spkr-1. Two different windows are used to process the mixed

speech signals by the proposed method to show emphasis on enhancement (larger

window) and separation (smaller window). The subjects were asked to judge the

enhancement of the speech on a five point scale as shown in Table 5.1. The sub-

jects were asked to rank each of the signals to the nearest score. The histograms

of the rankings are shown in Figure 5.4. As shown in histograms, the recorded

signals were found to have maximum level of competing speakers and were most

natural as expected. The algorithm could separate two speakers better provided
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the distortion tolerated is high. This may be due to the fact that two speakers

are relatively closer to the two microphones and hence the direct component of

the speakers are relatively significant. There is a trade-off between the level of

background speaker suppression and the distortion introduced due to processing

as evident in Figures 5.4 (c), (d), (e), and (f), (g) and (h) corresponding to Spkr-1,

Spkr-2, and Spkr-3 respectively. In the second test, three speaker speech signal
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Figure 5.4: (a) Frequency histogram showing the distribution of scores given

to the quality of speech obtained from Microphone-1 signal, (b) Frequency

histogram showing the distribution of scores given to the quality of speech

obtained from Microphone-2 signal, (c) Frequency histogram showing the dis-

tribution of scores given to the quality of speech of Spkr-1, (d) Spkr-2, and

(e) Spkr-3 signals processed with emphasis on intelligibility. (f) Frequency

histogram showing the distribution of scores given to the quality of speech of

Spkr-1, (g) Spkr-2, and (h) Spkr-3 signals obtained with emphasis on separa-

tion using the proposed algorithm.

collected by a pair of microphones was processed by the proposed method, the

AMUSE algorithm and the fixed point ICA algorithm [40, 109].

AMUSE is a BSS algorithm which arranges components not only in the order

of decreasing variance (that is typical for the use of singular value decomposi-

tion (SVD) which is implemented within the algorithm), but also in the order

of their decreased linear predictability. The AMUSE algorithm belongs to the

group of second-order statistics spatio-temporal decorrelation (SOS-STD) BSS al-

gorithms. The AMUSE algorithm uses simple principles that the estimated com-

ponents should be spatiotemporally decorrelated and be less complex (i.e. have

better linear predictability) than any mixture of those sources. The components

are ordered according to decreasing magnitude of singular values of a time-delayed
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covariance matrix. As in Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and unlike in many

ICA algorithms, all components estimated by AMUSE are uniquely defined (i.e.

any run of algorithms on the same data will always produce the same compo-

nents) and consistently ranked. The AMUSE algorithm can be considered as two

consecutive PCAs: first, PCA is applied to input data; second, PCA (SVD) is

applied to the time-delayed covariance matrix of the output of previous stage. In

the first step, standard or robust prewhitening (sphering) is applied as a linear

transformation z(t) = Qx(t), where Q = R−1
x

of the standard covariance ma-

trix Rx = E{x(t)xT (t)} and x(t) is a vector of observed data for time instant t.

Next, SVD is applied to a time-delayed covariance matrix of pre-whitened data:

Rz = E{z(t)zT (t − 1)} = USVT , where S is a diagonal matrix with decreasing

singular values and U,V are matrices of eigenvectors. Then, an unmixing matrix

is estimated as W = Â−1 = UTQ or Â = QTU. It is implemented as a part of

package ICALAB for signal processing [109] freely available online. The enhanced

signals were compared for intelligibility and distortion introduced.

Independent component analysis, or ICA, is a statistical technique that represents

a multidimensional random vector as a linear combination of nongaussian random

variables (‘independent components’) that are as independent as possible. ICA is

a nongaussian version of factor analysis, and somewhat similar to principal com-

ponent analysis. ICA has many applications in data analysis, source separation,

and feature extraction. The fastICA algorithm is a computationally highly effi-

cient method for performing the estimation of ICA. It uses a fixed-point iteration

scheme that has been found in independent experiments to be 10-100 times faster

than conventional gradient descent methods for ICA. Another advantage of the

fastICA algorithm is that it can be used to perform projection pursuit as well as

separation, thus providing a general-purpose data analysis method that can be

used both in an exploratory fashion and for estimation of independent compo-

nents (or sources). Fast ICA uses minimization of mutual information between

the estimates of as the objective function. It is implemented as a part of package

fast ICA [110] freely available online.

The enhanced signals were compared for intelligibility and distortion introduced.

The subjects were asked to judge on a 5 point scale. The statistical methods
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introduce less distortion but the separation achieved is poor. It is clear from the

histogram shown in Figure 5.5 that the proposed method ensures greater back-

ground speaker suppression but introduces slight distortion.
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Figure 5.5: Frequency histogram showing the distribution of scores given for

level of competing speakers and distortion for speech processed using (a), (b)

AMUSE algorithm, (c), (d) Fixed point ICA algorithm, and (e), (f) proposed

algorithm, respectively.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter we have proposed a method to enhance speech signals produced

by a individual speaker from multispeaker data using the knowledge of excitation

source information. The enhancement is achieved by deriving a modified excitation

signal for each speaker, and using that to weight the mixed speech signal. The

quality of enhanced speech was evaluated using subjective studies. The results

show that there is a trade-off between the distortion that can be tolerated and

the naturalness that is required. Due to significant differences in the levels of

speech of the speakers, it is not possible to achieve greater degree of separation

using only two microphone data. If more spatially distributed microphones are

used, then it is possible to separate the speakers significantly better than what can

be achieved from two microphones. Application of speech separation to perform

speech recognition in a multispeaker environment is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

SPEECH ENHANCEMENT AS A FRONT END FOR

AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

The performance of speech recognition systems degrades substantially in the pres-

ence of background noise, and more so in the presence of interfering speakers.

One possible solution to this problem of interfering speech is to use front-end pre-

processing for automatic speech recognition(ASR). In this chapter, we discuss the

application of enhancement as front-end for speech recognition in a multispeaker

environment. Two issues are addressed:(a) Enhancement of speech of the desired

speaker from mixed speech signals, and (b) extracting the features from the en-

hanced speech for use in an ASR system. The issue in interfacing the enhanced

speech stream with hidden Markov model (HMM) based speech recognition is

that the training data available is normally clean without any interference, and

the problem is to reduce the degradation of recognition performance due to spec-

tral distortion of the enhanced speech. The proposed solution is to preprocess

the training speech data in a manner similar to the mixed speech signal so as

to reduce the mismatch and use the processed speech signal for building acoustic

models. The application of multispeaker speech enhancement is illustrated for iso-

lated digit recognition in a multispeaker environment. This chapter is organized

as follows: The experimental setup used for collecting speech data for training

and testing is described in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 discusses the proposed method

for enhancement of multispeaker speech as a preprocessing step before feature

extraction. Experiments on isolated digit recognition using the enhanced speech

signal are reported in Section 6.2. Results of experiments are given in Section 6.3.

Summary of the approach using speech enhancement as a front-end for ASR is

given in Section 6.4.



6.1 Experimental setup for data collection

The spoken digits data for the isolated digit recognition experiments are obtained

from the TI DIGITS speech corpus [111]. Two utterances of the digit by each

of the 55 speakers are used for building acoustic models for each of the ten dig-

its (0-9). The TI DIGITS speech corpus has the digits data sampled at 16 kHz.

The arrangement used for collecting the training data (digit utterance in the ab-

sence of interfering speech) is shown in Figure 6.1. All the 1100(55 × 2 × 10)

0.6 m

Microphone−1 Microphone − 2

0.5 m
0.75 m

Figure 6.1: Experimental setup for collecting training data used in digit
recognition.

utterances are played back through a loudspeaker and collected using a pair of

microphones in a laboratory environment with an average reverberation time of

500 ms. Sentences from the TIMIT corpus are used for the interfering speech

[112]. For testing, sentences from the TIMIT corpus are played through spatially

distributed loud speakers along with the desired digit utterance from TI DIGITS,

and are collected by a pair of microphones. The number of TIMIT sentences var-

ied from one to three. Any loudspeaker may be used for playing the digit data.

This is because the preprocessing method enhances the digit utterance relative to

the interfering speech using the time-delay information and the time-delays are

distinct for distinct speaker locations. In this study, we have used loudspeaker-1

for playing digits for convenience. This knowledge is used during recognition of

a test utterance. The arrangement used for collecting the test data is shown in

Figure 6.2. The recording of the test data is done in four sessions, with no in-

terference, one interfering speaker, two interfering speakers, and three interfering
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Figure 6.2: Experimental setup for collecting test data used in digit
recognition.

speakers. The mixed speech signal from the target speaker (digit utterance) and

the interfering speakers is collected by a pair of microphones spaced at about 0.6

m apart in the same horizontal plane as the loud speakers. The average duration

of each utterance is one sec.

6.2 Automatic speech recognition

The proposed method of enhancement using the characteristics of the excitation

source described in the previous chapter is used as a preprocessing step to perform

ASR in a multispeaker environment. The collected digit data is down sampled

to 8 kHz for processing. The task of isolated digit recognition task is used to

illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in ASR. The digit recognition

consists of two phases: (1) Building models for each digit and (2) detection of

digits in the presence of interfering speech. Hidden Markov models (HMM) are

used for modeling the digit sounds. The Hidden Markov Models (HMM) is a

doubly embedded stochastic process where the underlying stochastic process is not

directly observable. HMMs are used as probabilistic digit models for recognition.

The temporal modeling is advantageous for text-dependent tasks.

In training phase, an HMM for each digit is obtained by estimating the parameters

of model using feature vectors from the training data. The parameters of HMM

are [113]:
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• State-transition probability distribution: It is represented by A = [aij],
where

aij = P (qt+1 = j|qt = i) 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

defines the probability of transition from state i to j at time t.

• Observation symbol probability distribution: It is given by B = bj(k), in
which

bj(k) = P (~ot = ~vk|qt = j) 1 ≤ k ≤ M

defines the symbol distribution in state j, j = 1, 2, ...N

• The initial state distribution: It is given by
∏

= [π], where

πi = P (q1 = i) 1 ≤ i ≤ N

Here, N is the total number of states, and qt is the state at time t. M is

the number of distinct observation symbols per state, and ot is the observation

symbol at time t. In the testing phase, P (O|λ) for each model is calculated, where

O = (o1o2o3....oT ) is the sequence of the test feature vectors. The goal is to find

the probability, given the model, that the test utterance belongs to that particular

model. The digit model that gives the highest score is declared as the identified

digit.

6.2.1 Development of models for digits

A ten digit vocabulary from TIDIGIT database (zero to nine) is predefined for

this task. The block diagram of the proposed method for generation of models

is shown in Figure 6.3. The acoustic model for each digit is built using the pre-

processed speech signal. The enhancement of speech in the test data introduces

spectral distortion. This results in mismatch between the features extracted from

the processed test data and the unprocessed training data. The performance of

ASR falls considerably when used in such a situation. In order to reduce this mis-

match, the training utterance(digit utterance from TIDIGITS) used to build the

acoustic models are preprocessed in a manner similar to the processing performed

on the mixed speech signal to achieve enhancement. The block diagram of the

proposed preprocessing method is shown in the Figure 6.4. The delay correspond-
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Figure 6.3: Block diagram showing the training phase of isolated
digit recognition.
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Figure 6.4: Block diagram showing the proposed preprocessing method.

ing to the utterance of digit at a pair of microphones is computed as described in

Chapter 3. This is used to derive a weight function as described in the previous

chapter. Figure 6.5 shows the delay corresponding to the desired speaker (digit

utterance). The Hilbert envelopes derived from the two microphone signals are
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Figure 6.5: Time-delay plot showing the number of frames as a
function of delay.

shown in Figure 6.6 (a) and (b) respectively. The time delay associated with the

desired speaker is used to reinforce the excitation characteristics using

hs1[n] = min(h1[n], h2[n − τ1]), (6.1)
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where h1[n] and h2[n] are the HEs derived from the mixed speech signals collected

at Microphone-1 and Microphone-2, respectively, τ1 is the time-delay and hs1 is

the sample minima of the time-aligned HEs. The minimum function reduces the

effect of spurious instants which are incoherent while at the same time retaining

all instants corresponding to the desired speaker. The sample minimum of HEs

after compensating for the delay are shown in Figure 6.6(c). As the interfering
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Figure 6.6: (a) Hilbert envelope of Microphone-1 signal, (b) Hilbert
envelope of delay compensated Microphone-2 signal, and (c) sample
minima of (a) and (b) showing the reinforced instants of the desired
speaker.

speakers are not present in the training data, difference of minima as suggested in

the previous chapter need not be computed and the weight function is computed

using the time-aligned signal only. The weight function derived from the minima

using the nonlinear weight function is shown in Figure 6.7(a) and the speech

signal after weighing is shown in Figure 6.7 (b). This is as representative of the

digit and is used to build acoustic models for the digits. Each example of the

digit represented by the weighted speech signal is analyzed frame-by-frame, with

a frame size of 25 msec and a shift of 5 msec. Each frame is represented by a

parametric vector consisting of 12 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC),

log energy, and their first and second order derivatives. The dimension of the

parametric vector is 39. For each digit, a model is built such that the model

parameters (A, B, π) that optimizes the likelihood of the training set observation

vectors for that digit. For each digit, a seven state, left-to-right, continuous density

HMM using two mixtures (per state) with diagonal covariance matrix is trained
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Figure 6.7: (a) Weight function emphasizing the desired speaker,
(b) mixed speech signal after weighing with the weight function.

for 50 iterations (determined experimentally). The number of mixtures is chosen

based on the recognition experiments carried out with digits from Timit database,

digits collected from a distance and the processed digit data. Table ?? shows that

the recognition accuracy is best for a two mixture model for different types of

data.

Table 6.1: The digit recognition accuracy for different number of mixtures.
No. of Recognition accuracy

Mixtures TIDIGIT data Collected data Processed data

1 94.82 % 91.82 % 93.76 %

2 99.64 % 96.07 % 95.27 %

3 99.5 % 95.9 % 94.82 %

4 95.45 % 95.8 % 94.5 %

6.2.2 Recognition of digits in a multispeaker environment

The block diagram of the proposed method for detection of digits in the presence of

interfering speech is shown in Figure 6.8. For testing, continuous speech utterances

from the TIMIT database are simultaneously played with the digit utterances and

collected using a pair of microphones. The number of continuous speech utter-

ances played simultaneously varied from one to three. Each digit has two test

utterances from 55 speakers and hence we have 1100 test utterances for each of

the four cases: (a) without any interfering speaker, (b) one interfering speaker, (c)

two interfering speakers, and (d) three interfering speakers. Two sets of test utter-
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Figure 6.8: Block diagram showing the testing phase of isolated
digit recognition.

ances are used for testing against the acoustic models namely, the mixed speech

signal and the enhanced speech signal. Feature vectors are derived from the mixed

speech signal, before preprocessing the signal, and after preprocessing the signal.

In both the cases, the feature vectors are presented to each model. The test data

are preprocessed using the procedure similar to the one explained in the previ-

ous section. The difference lies in the computation of the weight function after

time-alignment which is as follows. The plot giving the information of the relative

locations of the speakers in terms of the time-delays is shown in Figure. 6.9 for a

case involving three interfering speakers. The time-delays are computed only once
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Figure 6.9: The time-delay plot showing the number of frames as a
function of the delay indicating the presence of four speakers.

using a single utterance as the speakers are stationary. The time-delay associated

with the desired speaker is used to reinforce the excitation characteristics of the

speaker by computing the sample minima as already explained. In order to sup-

press the excitation instants of the interfering speakers and to further emphasize
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the instants of excitation of the desired speaker (uttering digits), a weight function

is derived using

e[n] = hs1[n] −

q
∑

i=2

hsi[n] (6.2)

where hs1[n] is the minima of HEs obtained after compensating for delays corre-

sponding to the desired speaker and hsi[n] represents the excitation characteristics

of the interfering speakers. Considering 1-3 ms around the instants of significant

excitation as region of high signal-to-noise ratio, the difference signal is smoothed

using a Hamming window of duration 1-3 ms. The positive peaks in the difference

signal indicate the instants of the desired speaker and the negative peaks indicate

the instants of interfering speakers. A nonlinear weight function that emphasizes

the positive peaks and suppresses the negative peaks is derived using

w[n] = 1/(1 + exp−α(e[n]−β)) (6.3)

where α and β regulates the slope and threshold of the weighting function. The

plot of the difference signal, smoothed difference signal, and the weight function

are shown in Figure 6.10 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The enhancement of the
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Figure 6.10: (a) Difference of Hilbert envelopes after time-align-
ment, (b) smoothened difference signal, and (c) the weight function
emphasizing the desired speaker.

speech of the desired speaker is obtained by weighting the mixed speech signal

with the weight function. For the mixed speech signal case, feature vectors are ex-

tracted from the weighted speech signal for each frame and are tested against each

of the ten models. The test utterance is analyzed frame-by-frame, with a frame
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size of 25 msec and a shift of 5 msec. Each frame is represented by a 39 dimen-

sional feature vector consisting of 12 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients(MFCC),

log energy, their first order and second order derivatives. The model likelihoods

for all possible models, P (O|λv), 1 ≤ v ≤ V ; is computed and the digit whose

model likelihood is highest is hypothesized as the test digit - that is,

v∗ =
argmax

1 ≤ v ≤ V
[P (O|λv)] (6.4)

where V is the number of models (digits). Thus the possible occurrence of a digit

in continuous speech sentences is detected.

6.3 Experimental results

Isolated digit recognition experiments were conducted with different number of

interfering speakers in a realistic environment. The results of isolated digit recog-

nition for the baseline system (no interfering speakers) are given in Table 6.2,

where there are no interfering speakers. When the speech data is relatively clean

and there is no interference, the recognition accuracy is close to 100%. The results

of isolated digit recognition on the digit data collected by a pair of microphones

in the absence of interfering speech, processed using the delay information and

tested against the models is also given in the Table 6.2. The recognition accuracy

Table 6.2: Performance of isolated digit recognition system for the ideal case (no inter-
fering speakers).

Digit TIDIGIT data Processed speech

First rank (%) Top two ranks (%) First rank (%) Top two ranks (%)

0 100.00 100.00 99.10 100.00

1 100.00 100.00 95.50 100.00

2 98.20 100.00 96.40 100.00

3 100.00 100.00 95.50 100.00

4 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

5 100.00 100.00 99.10 100.00

6 98.20 100.00 99.10 100.00

7 99.10 100.00 99.10 100.00

8 98.20 100.00 98.20 100.00

9 99.10 100.00 98.20 100.00

Average 99.29 100.00 98.04 100.00

is close to the clean digit case but drops down a little because the digit utterances
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are collected from a distance. The results of isolated digit recognition, in the

presence of one, two and three interfering speakers are given in Tables 6.3, 6.4

and 6.5, respectively. In each table, the results are shown for two cases, namely,

when the mixed speech signal is not processed, and when it is processed. The

Table 6.3: Performance of isolated digit recognition system for the one interfering
speaker case.

Digit Unprocessed speech Processed speech

First rank Top two ranks First rank Top two ranks

0 70.50 99.10 95.50 99.10

1 35.70 100.00 78.50 100.00

2 00.00 00.00 11.60 61.60

3 38.40 99.10 81.50 100.00

4 09.80 75.00 80.35 98.20

5 28.60 93.80 91.10 100.00

6 00.89 42.90 66.90 96.42

7 00.89 94.60 72.30 100.00

8 00.00 35.70 82.10 91.90

9 86.70 99.10 90.10 95.60

Average 27.14 73.93 75.00 95.40

Table 6.4: Performance of isolated digit recognition system for the two interfering speak-
ers case.

Digit Unprocessed speech Processed speech

First rank Top two ranks First rank Top two ranks

0 0.00 89.20 83.10 100.00

1 6.30 100.00 90.20 100.00

2 0.00 0.00 13.40 75.00

3 19.60 100.00 33.90 98.20

4 0.00 0.00 34.80 87.50

5 37.50 100.00 74.10 100.00

6 0.00 0.00 16.10 75.90

7 0.00 0.00 33.10 100.00

8 0.00 72.30 71.40 100.00

9 96.40 100.00 95.50 100.00

Average 15.98 56.16 55.35 89.46

effectiveness of preprocessing the mixed speech signal prior to feature extraction

may be seen from the results. It can be seen that the performance of the ASR

system falls considerably for the mixed speech signal case irrespective of the num-

ber of speakers as it is difficult to extract digit-specific features from the mixed

signal. It can also be seen that the enhancement of the digit utterance relative

to the interfering speech helps in improving digit recognition significantly. This is
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Table 6.5: Performance of isolated digit recognition system for the three interfering
speakers case.

Digit Unprocessed speech Processed speech

First rank Top two ranks First rank Top two ranks

0 85.70 99.10 91.90 97.30

1 10.70 100.00 51.80 97.30

2 0.00 0.00 10.70 67.90

3 1.80 28.60 20.60 84.80

4 0.00 71.40 65.20 95.50

5 17.90 97.30 81.30 100.00

6 0.00 0.00 17.00 66.10

7 36.60 100.00 28.60 98.20

8 0.90 8.10 57.10 91.10

9 50.90 99.10 75.90 99.10

Average 20.45 60.36 50 89.73

because the feature vectors derived from the enhanced speech signal represent the

digits better than those derived using the mixed speech signal. The results show-

ing the relative improvement in the recognition performance for different number

of interfering speakers are shown in Figure ??. Training the HMM with prepro-

cessed speech signal definitely helps in minimizing the degradation in performance

of ASR due to spectral distortion of the digit utterance after processing. The con-

fusion matrix for the isolated digit recognition task for unprocessed and processed

speech is given in Tables 6.6 and 6.7, respectively, when one interfering speaker is

present. The confusability of the digits is difficult to explain for the unprocessed

speech, since the features are extracted in the presence of interfering speech. For

processed speech, there is a considerable improvement in the recognition perfor-

mance due to preprocessing. The confusability of digit two with zero and four can

be attributed to the low amplitude of the signal in the voiced region due to its

monosyllable nature. The loading of vocal tract on the vocal source is greater in

digits like two and four (sounds /u and /o). The rounding off of the mouth during

utterance of front vowel /u and /o resulting in smoothing of the signal and the low

amplitude nature of the vowel makes the extraction of the instants of significant

excitation harder. The confusion matrix for the isolated digit recognition task for

unprocessed and processed speech is given in Tables 6.8 and 6.9, respectively, when

three interfering speakers are present. As the number of interfering speakers in-

creases, the extraction of digit from the interfering speech becomes difficult. This
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Table 6.6: Confusion matrix of digit recognition for unprocessed speech (one
interfering speaker case).

Digit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 70.53 2.67 0.00 10.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.07

1 20.53 35.71 0.00 2.67 1.78 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 38.39

2 35.71 1.78 0.00 11.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.89

3 10.74 0.00 0.00 38.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 50.89

4 21.42 19.64 0.00 29.46 9.82 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.75

5 20.53 25.89 0.00 0.00 4.46 28.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.53

6 28.57 0.00 0.00 12.5 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 58.03

7 37.50 4.46 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 0 56.25

8 41.07 0.00 0.00 6.25 0.00 0.00 2.67 0.00 0.00 50.00

9 8.03 4.46 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 86.61

Table 6.7: Confusion matrix of digit recognition for processed speech (one inter-
fering speaker case).
Digit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 95.53 0.00 0.00 1.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.00 1.78

1 0.89 78.57 0.00 0.00 12.5 1.78 0 2.67 0 3.57

2 33.95 0.89 11.60 28.58 0.00 0.00 8.92 0.00 2.67 13.39

3 5.35 1.78 0.00 81.25 0.00 0.00 3.57 0.00 0.00 8.03

4 1.78 5.35 0.00 3.57 80.35 1.78 0.89 1.78 1.78 2.67

5 0.00 6.25 0.00 0.00 2.67 91.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

6 9.82 0.00 0.00 9.82 0.00 0.00 66.96 0.00 4.46 8.92

7 14.28 7.14 0 0.00 0.89 0.89 0.89 72.32 0 3.57

8 0.89 0.00 0.00 9.82 0.00 0.00 2.67 0.00 82.14 4.46

9 1.78 4.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.78 0.00 1.78 0.00 90.17

is evident from the confusion matrix. Since the proposed enhancement method

depends on the excitation source characteristics namely the instants of significant

excitation in voiced regions, the improvement in the performance for two (/u/)

(front vowel) and six (/e/) (short vowel) is less compared to the digits like nine

where voicing is dominant. The duration of voicing is low during the production

of digit sound six (/i/). The strength of voicing is low in these digits and hence

modeling of the digits is difficult. The results of the isolated digit recognition

experiments both for the unprocessed speech case and processed speech case are

shown in Table 6.10. The experiments show that the enhancement clearly helps in

improving the accuracy of digit recognition in the presence of interfering speakers

in a noisy environment.
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Table 6.8: Confusion matrix of digit recognition for unprocessed speech (three
interfering speakers case).

Digit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 85.71 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.5 0.00 0.89

1 70.53 10.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.75 0.00 0.00

2 75.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.00 22.32 0.00 0.89

3 58.03 0.00 0.00 1.78 0.00 0.89 0.00 22.32 0.00 5.35

4 82.14 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.96 0.00 0.00

5 69.64 2.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.85 0.00 4.46 0.00 5.35

6 63.39 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.89 0.00 32.14 0.00 2.67

7 63.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 36.60 0.00 0.00

8 74.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.64 0.89 5.35

9 37.5 3.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.03 0.00 50.89

Table 6.9: Confusion matrix of digit recognition for processed speech (three inter-
fering speakers case).
Digit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 91.96 0.00 0.00 1.78 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.89 3.57

1 10.71 51.78 0.00 0.00 25.89 5.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.25

2 56.24 0.00 10.71 3.57 0.89 0.00 0.00 4.46 1.78 22.32

3 31.25 0.00 0.00 20.35 0.00 0.89 0.89 4.46 0.89 41.07

4 25.0 0.89 0.00 0.00 65.17 1.78 0.00 4.46 0.00 2.67

5 8.92 5.35 0.00 0.00 3.57 81.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89

6 47.32 0.00 0.00 6.25 0.00 0.00 16.96 2.67 3.57 23.21

7 53.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 1.78 0.00 28.57 0.00 15.17

8 12.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 57.14 28.57

9 1.78 6.25 0.00 0.00 2.67 12.50 0.00 0.89 0.00 75.89

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, the relative improvement in the performance of ASR in a mul-

tispeaker environment is illustrated, when the mixed speech signal is processed

prior to feature extraction. Further the performance improvement drops signifi-

cantly with the increase in the number of interfering speakers. This is due to the

distortion suffered by the speech of a given speaker in the presence of speech of

interfering speakers. While human beings make use of the contextual knowledge

(for ex. language) and selective attention to overcome this problem, it is difficult

to incorporate these features in a machine. The objective of the recognition study

is to show the importance of the preprocessing the multispeaker speech signal.

With tuning of parameters of the recognition system and proper choice of fea-

tures, one may improve the recognition accuracy of the system for multispeaker
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Table 6.10: Average performance of isolated digit recognition in a multispeaker envi-
ronment showing the relative improvement due to preprocessing for different number of
interfering speakers.

No. of Speaker Unprocessed speech Processed speech

1 99.29 % 98.04 %

2 27.14% 75.00 %

3 15.98 % 55.35 %

4 20.45% 50.00 %

speech signals. The application of speech enhancement to speaker recognition in

multispeaker environment is discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7

SPEAKER RECOGNITION IN A MULTIPSEAKER

ENVIRONMENT

In this chapter, the task of performing speaker recognition in a multispeaker en-

vironment in the presence of noise and reverberation is described. The number

of interfering speakers studied is from one upto a maximum of three speakers. In

this study improvement in the performance of speaker recognition in multispeaker

environment is shown using both the excitation source and vocal tract system

features. The complementary nature of the information captured by the feature

types help in better representation of speaker-specific information present in the

speech signal. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 describes the setup

used for collecting for this study. Section 7.2 describes the speaker identification

studies conducted using two types of features used for capturing speaker specific

information from the preprocessed speech data. The use of autoassociative neural

networks (AANN) for capturing speaker-specific information from a signal repre-

senting the excitation source of speech production mechanism is described in this

section. AANN based speaker identification using the system features for showing

the effectiveness of the proposed method of enhancement is also described in this

section. Summary of the speaker recognition study is given in Section 7.3.

7.1 Experimental setup for collecting speech data

The speech data used for this study was collected using the TIMIT database [112].

A total of 35 speakers were chosen for the experiments. There are ten sentences

spoken by each speaker, of which eight are used for training and the remaining 2

sentences are used as testing data. The average duration of a sentence is about 3

sec. This leads to average durations of the training and test data to be around 24

sec and 6 sec, respectively. The training data was played through a loudspeaker,

and the speech data was collected by a pair of microphones in a laboratory en-

vironment having an average reverberation time of about 500 ms. The speech



data was sampled at 16000 Hz and stored as 16 bit samples. A set of 60 speakers

different from the training set were chosen from the TIMIT database as interfer-

ing speakers. The test data was collected using a pair of microphones by playing

the desired speaker speech and the interfering speaker’s speech through different

loudspeakers. The setup used for collecting the training data and testing data is

shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. The two sentences used for testing are

0.6 m

Microphone−1 Microphone − 2

0.5 m
0.805 m

Speaker−1

Figure 7.1: Experimental setup for collecting training data
used in speaker recognition.

0.6 m

0.805 m

0.5 m

speaker 1

Microphone−1 Microphone − 2

speaker2
speaker 3

speaker 4

0.88 m

1.07 m

0.97 m

0.52 m

0.82 m

0.77 m

Figure 7.2: Experimental setup for collecting test data used in speaker
recognition.

concatenated to a single test file so that the duration of test data is 6 msec. For a

case involving one interfering speaker, for each genuine test utterance, utterances

from 20 imposter speakers were played through the loud speaker simultaneously.

For a case involving two interfering speakers, for each genuine test utterance, ut-

terances from 40 imposter speakers were played through two loud speakers (twenty
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per loudspeaker) simultaneously. For a case involving three interfering speakers,

for each genuine test utterance, utterances from 60 imposter speakers were played

through three loud speakers (twenty per loudspeaker) simultaneously. Thus there

are a total of 700 (35 × 20) test utterances available for testing against each

speaker model.

7.2 Speaker identification studies

Speaker identification studies are carried out using both the vocal tract system

features and the excitation source features in a multispeaker environment. Autoas-

sociative neural networks are used to capture speaker-specific information from the

features. Preprocessing is done prior to feature extraction so as to test the useful-

ness of the proposed method. Enhancement of the speech produced by the desired

speaker relative to the speech due to interfering speakers prior to recognition is

used as a preprocessing step. The steps involved in the preprocessing has been

explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6.

7.2.1 Feature extraction

Two types of features are extracted from the speech signals for the speaker recog-

nition experiments. The first type of features represent the vocal tract system

characteristics, while the second type of features represent the excitation source

characteristics of the speech production mechanism. Both the system and source

features are derived using short term linear prediction analysis on preemphasized

(differenced) speech [90]. A 14th order linear prediction analysis is performed on

frames of samples, 20 ms in size and shifted by 5 ms. 19 linearly weighted cep-

stral coefficients are derived from the 14 LPCs to represent the short-time spectral

envelope [113, 114]. The 19-dimensional weighted cepstral coefficient feature vec-

tor represents the vocal tract system characteristics. The LP residual obtained

by inverse filtering of the speech samples is used to derive the excitation source

characteristics. The hypothesis is that the source characteristics of the speaker

may be present in the higher (> 2) order correlations among the residual sam-
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ples, which are difficult to extract [88]. The second order correlations are nearly

zero in the LP residual, as these correlation components are extracted by the LP

analysis to represent the vocal tract system characteristics. LP residual obtained

after removing vocal tract characteristics contain more speaker specific informa-

tion than those represented by pitch, residual energy, and residual cepstrum. The

residual signal and the LP spectrum can be viewed as decomposition of the signal

into approximate source and system components. It is clear that while the LP

spectral information can be represented in the form of parameters like weighted

LP cepstral coefficients, it is not obvious how to represent the information present

in the LP residual samples. Since spectral envelope of the residual is nearly flat,

attempts to represent the spectral information from the residual may not bring

out significant source features [115]. Hence we are exploring nonlinear models like

neural networks to extract this source information from the LP residual.

7.2.2 AANN model for capturing speaker-specific infor-
mation

AANN models are basically FeedForward Neural Network (FFNN) models which

try to map an input vector onto itself, and hence the name autoassociation or

identity mapping [116] [117]. It consists of an input layer, an output layer and

one or more hidden layers. The number of units in the input and output layers

are equal to the size of the input vectors. Number of nodes in the middle hidden

layer is less than the number of units in the input and output layers, and this

layer is called dimension compression hidden layer. The activation function of the

units in the input and output layers are linear, whereas the activation function

of the units in the hidden layer can be either linear or nonlinear. AANN models

capture the distribution of the input spectral feature vectors in the feature space

effectively [117]. However, when an AANN is presented with raw data, such as

samples of speech or LP residual, the interpretation of the behavior of AANN in

terms of capturing the distribution of feature vectors is not appropriate. This is

because the blocks of residual samples used as input to the network are not feature

vectors. The adjacent overlapping blocks of the residual samples may have similar

features, corresponding to some nonlinear (higher order) relations among the sam-
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ples. Speech signal contains both the second (autocorrelation) and higher order

relations among the samples. If the signal is given directly to the network, then

the second order correlations present among the samples, called system features,

dominate the training of the network. If the second order correlations are reduced

through the LP analysis, then the network is expected to capture the implicit

higher order relations in the LP residual signal. These relations may correspond

to the desired speaker-specific features in the excitation source. In this study, both

the vocal tract system features and excitation source features are used.

Linear prediction residual can be used as a representation of the excitation infor-

mation in speech [90, 113]. The excitation component of speech can be exploited

for speaker verification [118]. The speaker specific information in the excitation

of voiced speech is captured by auto associative neural network (AANN) models.

The speaker recognition system using excitation information and AANN models

require significantly less amount of data using both training and testing, com-

pared to the speaker recognition system using vocal tract system features [88].

As neural network models can be trained to capture the nonlinear information,

AANN models are used to extract speaker-specific information from the residual

samples. A five layer AANN model with nonlinear hidden layer and a linear out-

put layer is used, as shown in Figure 7.3. Since the neural network is trained in
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Figure 7.3: Structure of the AANN model used with source features.

an autoassociative mode, the same feature (a block of samples of LP residual) is

used as input and the output. The structure of the AANN model is denoted as

P1LP2NP3NP4NP5L, where P1 to P5 are the number of nodes in each of the five
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layers, L (linear) and N (nonlinear) represent the type of activation function used

by the nodes in that layer. A tanh(.) function is used for the nonlinear function.

LP spectral features representing vocal tract system are used to capture the

speaker-specific information from a preprocessed speech signal [119]. In this case

the distribution of the feature vectors is used as speaker-specific information. The

distribution is captured using an AANN model shown in Figure 7.4. The model

uses a feature vector consisting of 19- dimensional Weighted LP Cepstral Coef-

ficients (WLPCC), which are derived from the 14th order analysis using a frame

size of 20 ms and a frame shift of 2 ms. The 19 dimensional LPCCs are derived

from 14 LP coefficients [108]. The inverse Fourier transform of LPCCs give the

log LP spectrum [108]. The larger the number of LPCCs, the better will be the

representation of the LP spectrum. Also, since the values of the LPCCs are low

for large values of the index n, the LPCCs are linearly weighted to derive the

feature vector.

The role played by the number of units in the compression and expansion layers
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Figure 7.4: Structure of the AANN model used for capturing system
features.

on the performance of the system is examined. The optimization of the network

structure also depends on the type of data used. To analyze the effect of the

number of nodes in the compression layer on the performance of the system, the

performance is evaluated by varying number of nodes in the compression layer.

The results are shown in the Fig. 7.5. From Fig. 7.5, it is interesting to note that

the performance of the system remains same even after reducing the number of

nodes in the compression layer from 12 to 8 for source features, and 8 to 4 for
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Figure 7.5: Performance of speaker recognition system
for the different number of nodes in compression layer
both for source and system features. Performance of the
system indicates number of speakers identified correctly
out of 35 speakers.

system features. To analyze the behavior of the number of nodes in the expansion
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Figure 7.6: Performance of speaker recognition system
for the different number of nodes in expansion layer both
for source and system features. Performance of the sys-
tem indicates number of speakers identified correctly out
of 35 speakers.

layer, the performance is obtained with varying number of nodes keeping number

of nodes in the compression layer to 8. The performance variations is shown in Fig.

7.6. From the above two experiments, it can be concluded that the optimal net-

work structure is 40L48N12N48N40L for source features and 19L38N4N38N19L

for system features.

when the input to an AANN consists of samples of random noise, then the network
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weights will not converge, indicating that the error between the input (desired out-

put) and the actual output is reduced during training, only when there is some

relation among the samples. Note also that as the number (x) of LP residual

samples per block is increased, then the relations over longer length of the block

are captured, and hence the network is expected to capture the speaker-specific

information better [120]. But, if the length of the block exceeds a pitch period,

then the effect of pitch period may also influence the training of the network.

Therefore in the study the number of samples per block are limited to less than a

pitch period. LP residual of the speech signal is computed using an 8th order LP

analysis. Blocks or frames of 40 samples of the LP residual, corresponding to 5 ms

of data, are used as input to the AANN. Successive blocks are formed with a shift

of one sample. Each block of these 40 samples is normalized to unit magnitude

before giving as input to the network. The weights of the network are initialized

to random values in the range -1 to 1. The network is trained for 150 epochs

using the backpropagation learning algorithm [121]. The choice of the number of

epochs was mostly dictated by the time taken for computation of the weights of

the AANN and the convergence of the weights. More number of epochs may help

in training the model better. The magnitude normalized frames are presented to

the network one after the another, in the same sequence. The normalization is

needed to avoid the large fluctuations of signal amplitudes in different regions.

Normalization is performed by dividing each sample in the block by the square

root of the total energy of the signal in the block. The normalization does not de-

stroy the implicit relations that are to be captured by training the AANN model.

Due to high SNR of the residual signal around glottal closure instants, the training

and testing processes are modified to use frames only around GCI. In the training

phase, one AANN model is trained separately for each speaker. If x[n] and y[n]

represent the input and output of AANN model, the error in mapping at the time

instant n is computed as u[n] = x[n] − y[n]. The weights of the network, initially

set to small random values, are adjusted using generalized delta learning rule and

error back propagation on a pattern-by-pattern basis. The network is now said to

have learned over one cycle epoch. The error at the end of an epoch is computed

as Eavg = 1
Nr

∑Nr

n=1 e[n], where k is the epoch number, e[n] = 1
d

∑d
n=1 u2

m[n] is the
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mean squared error at the instant n, and um[n] is the mth component of the error

frame u[n]. The training error Eavg accumulated over each epoch typically shows

a decreasing trend as shown in Figure 7.7, signifying the learning ability of the

network. One AANN model is built for each speaker.

For testing, the LP residual is derived from the high voiced segments of the test
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Figure 7.7: Training error curves obtained with source features extracted
from different data.

speech data. Blocks of 40 samples of normalized LP residual are given as input.

The output of each model is compared with its input to compute the squared

error for each block. The error (Ei) for ith block is transformed into a confidence

value using Ci = e(−λEi), where the constant value λ = 1 is used throughout this

study. The confidence value will be larger for smaller values of the error, that is,

for blocks matching with corresponding models. The value of Ci will be low for

large error value, thus giving less confidence to blocks not matching with their

respective models. A given test utterance is compared with each of the speaker

models to obtain the average confidence value C = 1
N

∑N
i=1 Ci for each model,

where N is number of blocks in the test utterance. The average confidence value

is used to evaluate the performance of the test utterances with respect to a given

model.

Each AANN model is trained with spectral feature vectors derived from the train-

ing data of the speaker. The feature vectors are computed for every frame of 20

ms, shifted by 2 ms. The model is trained using back-propagation learning algo-

rithm for 60 epochs. Note that the AANN model used for capturing (Figure 7.4)

the distribution of spectral feature vectors in the 19 dimensional feature space is
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different both in the structure and in training from the AANN model (Figure 7.3)

used to capture the relations among the samples in the residual. The training

error curve in Figure 7.8 shows the learning of the speaker-specific information

from the spectral information by the AANN.
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Figure 7.8: Training error curves obtained with system features extracted
from different data.

7.2.3 Speaker identification using excitation source fea-

tures

In this section speaker identification studies using the LP residual and AANN

models are described. During the testing phase, the models are used to decide the

identity of the speaker for each test datum.

The block diagram for the training phase of the proposed speaker identification

studies using LP residual is shown in Figure 7.9. A voiced and unvoiced detection is

applied to each frame based on pitch extraction algorithm [118]. Effectively about

10 sec of voiced speech data is used for the study. As shown in [88], the duration of

the training data that is enough to capture the speaker-specific information from

the LP residual signal is 6 sec. The AANN is trained using the preprocessed speech

signal to ensure that both training and testing data undergo the same sequence of

operations as explained in the previous section. The normalized LP residual of the

preprocessed speech signal is computed using an 14th order LP analysis. There is a

possibility that in case of some speakers samples from more than one pitch period

may be included in the block of 40 samples. In such cases, the effect of pitch period
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Figure 7.9: Block diagram of training phase of speaker recognition system using
source features.

is also included in the speaker-specific excitation information extracted from the

LP residual.

The block diagram of the testing phase of the proposed speaker identification

using the LP residual is shown in Figure 7.10. The test data of 700 (20 × 35)

Linear
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Inverse
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Voiced/
Unvoiced
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speech
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Speech
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    Reference AANN
         models
(40L48N12N48N40L)

Pattern matching
         and
Decision Logic

Speaker
Identity

Voiced

Speech

Figure 7.10: Block diagram of testing phase of speaker recognition system
using source features.

utterances is tested against the models of all the 35 speakers in the set. The average

confidence value for each of the 35 models for the given test data is computed

(35 × 700). There are 35 × 680 impostor utterances and 700 genuine speaker

utterances. The confidence value is used to rank the speaker models. Ideally

a genuine speaker utterance should have the highest confidence score, and thus

have rank one. The performance of the speaker recognition system for the case

with no interference is shown in Table 7.1. It is clear that the performance of
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Table 7.1: Results of speaker recognition using source features and with no interfering
speakers.

Speech First rank Top Three ranks Top five ranks

TIMIT data 77.14 % 94.30 % 94.30 %

Unprocessed speech 42.85 % 71.40 % 82.80 %

Processed speech 51.40 % 74.20 % 85.71 %

the AANN system is better when used with the clean speech data from TIMIT

database. The performance decreases for speech data collected at a distance.

With preprocessing, the speech produced by the speaker is enhanced and hence

improves the performance of recognition. This trend is evident in two, three

and four speaker cases as shown in Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 respectively. As

Table 7.2: Results of speaker recognition using source features and with one interfering
speaker.

Speech First rank Top three ranks Top five ranks

Unprocessed speech 12.85 % 29.43 % 31.28 %

Processed speech 31.43 % 45.14 % 59.85 %

Table 7.3: Results of speaker recognition using source features and with two interfering
speakers.

Speech First rank Top three ranks Top five ranks

Unprocessed speech 14.71 % 25.14 % 29.57 %

Processed speech 23.85 % 41.00 % 52.14 %

the number of interfering speakers increases, the difficulty in extracting speaker-

specific information from the mixed signal increases. This results in decrease

in the overall performance of the system as illustrated from the results. The

relative improvement in the performance of speaker recognition with preprocessing

is clearly seen in the results.

7.2.4 Speaker identification using vocal tract system fea-

tures

The block diagrams for the training and testing phases are shown in Figures 7.11

and 7.12, respectively. In this case the distribution of the spectral feature vectors

is used as speaker-specific information. The training and testing is done using

the same database as used in the identification studies using the source features.
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Table 7.4: Results of speaker recognition using source features and with three interfering
speakers.

Speech First rank Top Three ranks Top five ranks

Unprocessed speech 10.57 % 27.71 % 28.85 %

Processed speech 22.57% 38.57 % 56.85 %
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Speech

Figure 7.11: Block diagram of training phase of speaker recognition sys-
tem using system features.

The models are built using the preprocessed speech data to ensure the similar

spectral degradation in both the training and testing data. The performance of the

speaker recognition system using system features for a one speaker case is shown in

Table 7.5. For clean speech data derived using TIMIT database, the performance

Table 7.5: Results of speaker recognition using system features and no interfering speak-
ers.

Speech First rank Top three ranks Top five ranks

Timit Data 97.14 % 100.00 % 100.00 %

Unprocessed speech 40.00 % 62.85 % 77.14 %

Processed speech 45.71 % 71.42 % 88.57 %

is good indicating the efficient capturing of speaker-specific information by the

system features. The decline in the performance of the system for the collected

data may be due to spectral degradation due to the noise and reverberation. Once

again the improvement in performance due to preprocessing is evident in the table.

A Similar trend can be seen in the Tables 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 for a two speaker,

three speaker and four speaker case respectively. From the table it is evident

that both excitation source and vocal tract system features seem to give good

performance after enhancement. It is further important to note that the source

features are derived from the LP residual signal, which is obtained after removing

the significant part of spectral envelope information. The consolidated results of

speaker recognition in multispeaker environment using source and system features
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Figure 7.12: Block diagram of testing phase of speaker recognition system
using system features.

Table 7.6: Results of speaker recognition using system features and with one interfering
speaker.

Speech First rank Top three ranks Top five ranks

Unprocessed speech 17.28 % 29.85 % 49.28 %

Processed speech 30.85 % 46.42 % 64.00 %

is shown in the Figure 7.13 (a) and (b), respectively for mixed speech signal

without and with preprocessing. The effectiveness of preprocessing prior to feature

extraction may be observed from the figure. It is evident that both the features

seem to give good relative performance. The complementary nature of the source

and system components for speaker recognition in multispeaker environment can

be explored to develop a more robust and efficient system as explained in the next

section.
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Figure 7.13: Average speaker recognition performance (top five ranks)
using (a) source features extracted from different data and (b) system
features extracted from different data.
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Table 7.7: Results of speaker recognition using system features and with two interfering
speakers.

Speech First rank Top three ranks Top five ranks

Unprocessed speech 8.00% 24.71 % 33.28 %

Processed speech 23.85 % 45.28 % 56.14 %

Table 7.8: Results of speaker recognition using system features and with three interfering
speakers.

Speech First rank Top three ranks Top five ranks

Unprocessed speech 14.00 % 27.14 % 31.14 %

Processed speech 23.71% 38.00 % 50.57 %

7.2.5 Combination of speaker recognition systems

The source and system features extracted from the preprocessed mixed speech

signals are combined using linear weighted sum to study their complementary

nature. The confidence scores Cs and Cv obtained using excitation source and

vocal tract system features, respectively for each speaker are combined using Cc =

αCs + (1 − α)Cv, for α = 0.5. The scores obtained using both the features are

added, and the test speaker utterance is ranked according to new scores. The

performance of the combined model is given in Table 7.9 along with the individual

performances. The results in the table shows the improvement in the performance,

in terms of overall ranking of the speakers. The improvement in the performance

Table 7.9: Results (taking top five ranks) of speaker recognition studies
using different set of features for different data.

No. of Source Features System Features Combined Features

Speakers Collected Processed Collected Processed Collected Processed
speech speech speech speech speech speech

1 82.80 % 85.70 % 77.10 % 88.50 % 86.80 % 89.10 %

2 31.30 % 59.90 % 49.30 % 64.00 % 45.60 % 71.20 %

3 29.60 % 52.10 % 33.30 % 56.20 % 35.60 % 61.10 %

4 28.50 % 56.90 % 31.10 % 50.60 % 33.20 % 59.20 %

due to combining scores may be attributed to the complementary speaker-specific

information present in the excitation source features and the vocal tract system

features.
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7.3 Summary

In this chapter the relative improvement in the performance of speaker recogni-

tion system in a multispeaker environment with preprocessing is demonstrated.

The enhancement of the speech produced by the individual speaker prior to fea-

ture extraction helps in improving the performance of recognition. The speaker

recognition studies using both source and system features on the same database

substantiates this point. The recognition performance could be further improved

by tuning the parameters of the recognition system. In the present study, the

emphasis is on evaluating the enhancement technique in speaker recognition ap-

plication in a multispeaker environment. No attempt is made to optimize the

parameters of the model used for feature extraction, and also the decision making

stage. The average confidence scores of all the blocks are used for ranking the

test utterance. A better approach would be to determine suitable weighing for

each block, depending on the nature of the signal in that block. Further one can

have multiple models and multiple test segments, providing multiple evidences to

take a decision about the speaker. This may improve the performance for a given

amount of data.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1 Summary of the work

In this thesis, a signal processing approach is proposed for addressing issues in

processing multispeaker speech signals collected in a real environment. The ap-

proach is based on using the characteristics of speech production mechanism and

the spatial diversity of the microphones. Spatial diversity of microphones results

in a time-delay in the arrival of the speech produced by a speaker at a pair of

microphones. This delay is different for different speakers, since no two speakers

can be at the same place at the same instant of time. The cross-correlation of the

pre-processed HEs gives reliable estimates of the time-delays corresponding to the

individual speakers present in the mixed speech signals. These time-delays are

used to determine the number of speakers from the mixed signals. This approach

can be used to determine the number of sources even when the number of micro-

phones is less than the number of sources. The information theoretic approaches

used for determining the number of sources require the number of sensors to be

same or greater than the number of sources. The proposed method assumes that

the speakers are stationary and the strength of the direct component is higher

relative to the noise and reverberant components in the collected signal. The

sparseness based approaches for determining the number of sources uses the syn-

thetic data.

The nature of mixing in a multispeaker speech signal is not arbitrary, and is re-

lated to the distances of the speakers to the microphones. The time-delays are

in turn related to the distances. The ratio of distances is inversely related to the

ratio of amplitudes of the speech signal received from a speaker at a pair of micro-

phones. Time-delays along with the instants of significant excitation of individual

speakers are used to compute the amplitude ratios, and in turn determine the co-

efficients of the mixing matrix. It was shown that the speakers can be accurately



localized using the delay information and the amplitude ratios. The proposed

method makes use of speech-specific knowledge and do not make any assumption

on the distribution of sources or on the nature of mixing. Approaches based on

sparseness generally obtain an appropriate disjoint representation of the sources

and determine the directions which represent the columns of the mixing matrix.

Approaches based on the sparseness of sources in time domain use clustering to

find the directions or iterative learning algorithms to determine the mixing matrix

and approaches based on the sparseness in frequency domain use potential func-

tion based clustering methods or histogram based methods to derive the mixing

matrix. All these approaches makes assumption of sparseness of the sources and

use artificially mixed data for processing

The relative positions of the instants of significant excitation of a speaker remain

unchanged at different microphones. This characteristic of the excitation source

of speech production mechanism is used to emphasize the instants of significant

excitation of individual speakers. A weight function is derived to reinforce the ex-

citation characteristics of the individual speakers. This function is used to enhance

the speech produced by specific speaker relative to the competing speakers. The

quality of enhanced speech is evaluated using subjective studies. The proposed

signal processing approach was compared with statistical approaches, and the

subjective studies on the quality of enhanced speech shows the effectiveness of the

proposed method. The usefulness of the proposed method of enhancement was

illustrated in speech recognition and the speaker recognition studies conducted

using multispeaker speech signals. Approaches based on auditory scene analy-

sis are motivated by auditory neurobiology and uses a single channel recording.

Separation is achieved in two stages. In the first stage, the acoustic mixture is

decomposed into sensory elements (”Segments”). In the second stage, the seg-

ments that are likely to have originated from the same sound source are combined

(“Grouping“). Blind source separation methods rely on the statistical indepen-

dence of the sources and uses information theoretic methods to achieve separation

using constraints of nonGaussianity and mutual information. These approaches

do not make use of signal knowledge for separation and in most of the cases show

the effectiveness using simulation or synthetic data.
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8.2 Major contributions of the thesis

The important contribution of the research work reported in the thesis is the signal

processing approach for addressing issues in processing multispeaker speech using

the knowledge of speech production. The regions of high SNR around the GCIs are

used along with time-delays associated with a speaker at a pair of microphones

to process a multispeaker signal in noisy and reverberant environment. Major

contributions of the thesis is in developing new methods for the following:

• Determination of number of speakers in a multispeaker speech signal

• Deriving the elements of mixing matrix

• Determination of the distances of the speakers relative to the microphones

• Enhancement of the speech produced by individual speakers

• Speech recognition and speaker recognition in multispeaker environment

8.3 Scope for future work

• The proposed method for determining the number of speakers assumes the
stationarity of the speakers. In order to handle moving speakers, one needs
to accurately detect all possible time-delays in a frame and track the time-
delay contours to determine the number of speakers. For deriving informa-
tion corresponding to individual speakers in the cross-correlation, multiple
peaks can be collected in each frame ensuring that even speakers with weak
excitation instants are not missed out.

• It may be possible to derive the mixing matrix when the speakers are moving
by tracking the time-delays

• Cross-correlation can be computed using the speech signals collected from
more than one pair of microphones so that there is no constraint on the
speaker locations. This may also help in localizing the speakers better with
the additional information.

• Separation of speech was achieved using the knowledge of time-delays at only
a pair of microphones. By collecting speech simultaneously over a number of
microphones distributed spatially, one can ensure that a speaker is closer to
one of the microphones. This improves the strength of the direct component
of speech produced by that speaker and hence better will be the separation
of speech.
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